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In a previous reference to works , on the history of edu-
cation: it was remarked that the English language IS -very 
- barren jn this species of literature. We think it a singular 
fact that in this country, where the profession at instruc-
tion of teachers has received such marked attention, there 
has not yet been published a work on the history of 
-education that is worthy of its mission. Jt is reasonable 
to presume that our normal schools would create an ur-
, ent demand {or works of this class. What infonnation 
!an more properly be included in "professional instruction" 
than the history of educational syst~ms, doctrines, and 
methods? ' Yet to the very great majority of even our 
best teachers, the great names in educational h~story are 
unknown; while among the mass of teachers, ,Ignorance 
- thl's entire subiect is absolute. In very many cases on J. . 1 
where some famous name IS recogmzed and quote~, there 
. no articulate knowledge of the man's doctrines or ~ IS 1" I . h 
methods. No discussion on teac lmg IS comp ete Wit out 
the mention of Pestalozzi. When a ~ethod is de,clared 
to be Pestalozzian, its validity becomes unquestionable. 
, Yet what doctrines Pestalozzi really taught, if indeed he 
, taught any; what are the grounds of his methods; what 
as his own success in teaching; what has been the fate 
-~ tlie schools organized by his disciples; on all of these 
. estwns nearly every' teacher who has received a pro-
qu . , . f dl' t ' A d f~ssional training IS pro oun y Ignoran . n noyv a 
new divinity is appearing in the educational hori~on; and 
there is ground for thinking that his proportIOns are 
gnified by the mists that interven~ between the , eyes ~athe devout and the object of their.. veneration. ,'Phe 
l:nguage o,f rapture ,~nd of ~ysticis~n e~~loyed to glol'i~y 
.the adveRt of Froebel and, to ,Ganomze , thl~s , ne~ samt 111 
, I 
our calendar, justifies the feeling in sober minds that there 
is much that is meretricious in the virtue which is as-
cribed to him. What we need to know is the exact 
doctrines taught by Froebel, set forth in in1elligible terms, 
and' the proofs of their validity brought within the range 
of ordinary comprehension. 
. And thus again, a general knowledge of educatiol.1al 
history would save us from the need of making new dis-
coveries of old things. Had such knowledge been gener-
ally diftused, this generation need not have waited for cra 
man of absolute genius to discover how to teach the I 
alphabet." One of the latest rediscoveries is "the news-
paper in ' the public school;" but Cornenius (1592- 167r ) _ 
had anticipated this discovery ~ two ,centuries : The '" 
fact is, there is scarcely a mQdern educational zsm that has 
not already had its day of triumph and then has passed 
into' forgetfulness. What a pity that all these elements 
of progress can not be gathered out of the past and held " 
st~adily before the ey~s of this generation of teachers I 
Of histories of education in the English languige, we 
know of but two, and both these were published in' this· 
country. 
I. History and Progress of Education. By Philobib-
lius. 12mo, 300 pp. New York & Chicago. (1859). 
This work is very .unsatisfactory from mor~ than one 
point of view. There. is an entire lack of that critical 
spirit which gives such a charm to the volumes of Com-
payre, and to the Essays of Mr. Quick. There is no 
articulate statement ot doctrines, and so there is but little 
to distinguish the many men of whom mention is made, 
save a few particulars of their history. Through this lack . 
of individuality, the perusal of the book leaves a blurred 
impression that is not only uncomfortable but in the case 
oE mere pupils, fatal to the formation of all exact notions 
on the really important topics in educational history. Ft I 
is of course clearly impossible in the ' c<!>mpass of 200 
pages to present with ev.en tolerable completeness a clear 
view of such \a vast subject; but at least the great epochs 
in the history of ,education might have been tqrown into 
a sharp outline that would have been both in'structive and 
stimulating. Per st, this book is nearly worthless; but 
if supplemented by a liber'al use of other works it might 
be useful as a mere sketch or outline. 
2. History of Education. BY.H. J. Schmidt. r8mo. 
pp. 340. New York. 1876. (1848.) Part I. History of 
Education. Part II. A Plan of Culture and' ]nstrue6an. 
. The historical portion of this book claims to be ,noth-
in~_ mor:e than a free translation and an ad~ptation o~ the 
,work af Schwarz. The biograph.ical elem~nt iskepf 
J, 
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.su~rdinate to the doctrinal-; and the attempt is ma:de to 
throw systems and schools of educational thought into 
clear outline. The outline of Greek and Roman educa-
tion is moderately clear; the course of medireval thought 
is traced wit~ some degree of skill; and the period of 
educational history that began with Comenius and cul-
minated with Rousseau and Pestalozzi ,is well described. 
As this book was written in 1848, it of course throws no 
light on that phase of educ'ational thought that is presented 
to us to-day. Both for the general reader and the special 
IItudent, this book is much superior to the one first men-
tioned; but taken at Its best, it leaves much to be desired 
in this interesting field of inquiry. 
The student who desires to attain a comprehensive 
knowledge of the history of education can not do better 
than to master the topic EDUCATION in the ninth edition 
.of the E;ncyclopredia Britannica, and then to supplement 
this,. outline by the study of special subjects. Indeed, we 
believe that if this article were accessible in separ~te form, 
it could be used in normal instruction to better advantage 
neath each of his three famous paradoxes, "All is in All," 
"All human beings are equally capable of learning,"-and 
"Everyone can teach that which he does not know him-
self," will be found a secret worth the knowing. 
Of . less merit than the book just noticed is James 
Leitch's Practt'cal Educatt'omsts and Tlleir Systems oj 
Te~llZ1lg (Glasgow: 1876). Save Locke, Pestalozzi, and 
Spencer, Mr. Leitch· discusses names of minor importa:nc~, 
and there is the lack of that judicious and judicial criti-
cal spirit that gives to Mr. Quick's volume its stimulating · 
and wholesome flavor. The essays on Bell and Lancas-
ter will make the reader acquainted with one phase of 
modern educational history,- the monitorial lIystem of . 
teaching, or simultaneous instruction. 
With tbe rise of a new educational spirit in this country, 
we submit to the leaders of normal instruction whether 
it is not one of their first duties to foster the study of 
educational history, particularly that element of it which 
exhibits the origin and progress of doctrines. 
than either of the books just noticed. AMERICA, AS SEE.N FROM FRANCE. 
Henry Barnard has done invaluable service in the field THE sacred fir:e of. patriotism-love of on~ 's own dear native 
of research we are now conside~ing. He has. embodied land, burns nowhere so intensely as in the hearts of young 
in his Amerz'can Journal 0/ EducaNon a translation of students. They animate each other's ardor, as coals heflped to-
Karl Raumer's History of Education; and in various geth'er burn. It is well; it is not a dangerous flame, and if the . 
forms has made a vast amount of educational literature reading of the following extracts from a discourse by a distin-
• 
• of the historic kind; accessible to the English reader. In guished l'rench litterateur, who lived manYlyears in the United 
the line of our present inquiry, the following are the titles States, with the l::!est opportunities of observing and judging, 
f h " prove exciting, no dangerous inflammation can result. The dis-o t e pnnclpal works edited by Mr. Barnard. Amerz"can 
course was addressed to the students at the school St. Gratien, T~aphers, Educator's, and Bene.factors of Educat£on; Ger- on the occasion ef the official distribution of prizes; M. Fr~deric 
man Teachers and EducaNonal Riformers; EngHsh Teach- Gaillardet being the speaker. _ 
ers, Educators, and Promoters of .Educatz'oni.. F 'rench "DEAR YOUNG PEOPLE: On an occasion like this what can one take for a 
Teachers, Schools, and Pedagogy, Old and New; Pesta- subject better than the utility-the necessity of instruction? You have been 
/ozzi atul Pestalozzz'antsm. given the best of precepts. Let me offer you some examples. They are what 
\ 
• best engrave themselves upon the mind and memory. I will borrow them 
James Donaldson's Lectures on tIle Hzstery of Educa- from the history of the United States of America. Don't fear. I am not 
tum in Prussz'a and England (Edinburgh, 1874) is worthy I:oing to make a lesson of it. I shall only chat familiarly awhile, as a grand- -
of high commendation. The two lectures that are papa to his grandchildren. . 
"I choose the United States, because I know that country well, and chiefly -
especially .historical are mere sketches or outlines, but because it is the greatest and most prosperous republic the world has ever 
they are clear and :comprehensive, and so are good star-t: seen. It is the model republic, and its history is full 01 French souvenirs. 
ing points in their respective fields of study. Those who Under Louis XVI. we contributed to its independence; under Napoleon le _ 
. d' h . prunier we c,eded to it one of our colonies, that of Louisiana, which now: 
are mtereste m t e question of higher normal instruction forms four or five of the great states of the grand confederation of the Ameri-
will find a very wholesome tonic in Lecture V., On the can Union. In 1776, when lhe republic was constituted, there were but 13 
Sdence of Educatz'on. provinces. containing in all only lhree or four millions of people. In one cen-
No reader should miss the delightful volume of Mr. tury they have grown to thirty-nine states wilh fifty millions of in~abitants, 
composing one of the foremost nations of the earth in all that makes a nation 
. Q~ck, !lssays OIl Educatz'onal Riformers (Cincinnati: great. Great cities, equal to the greatest in France, have grown up within 
1879)' The writer is inspired and guided by a fine spirit that time, and the country which used to have nothing to send to Europe in 
of philosophical .and critical insight, and so furnishes us return for imports of all kinds, blit colton and soil· produce, now manufactures 
every thing that ~urope does, and with even greater skill and finish. She will 
with the best view extant of that period embraced by the even s,!pply us with our specialty of Champagne, if the phylloxera continues 
New Education, beginning with Montaigne, Comenius; its devastations fn our vineyards. Instead oi continuing to be a market 'for the 
and Locke, continued by R.ousseau and Pestalozzi, and Old World, she has become its store. The children have become richer than 
• . f h S their parents. termmatmg, or t e present, with pencer and Bain. We ' 
"To what can we attrihute this prodigious advance and prosperity? 'ChieflI 
would call -especial attentioq. to the admirable sketch of to four causes: Industry, Liberty, Respect for Law, and Public Instruction. 
J ac;otot, with "the hope that it may ipsptre many of our . ~'The Americans have comprehended that Labor is the law of human 'Yell. 
readers with a purpose to study what ,is cfiaracteristic in I belDg-the fun?amental ~ondition of ,national and of personal independence. 
' . ' . I There, every body works bnsily, and the idle are discontented; they are ~ ~e doctnnes-an~ methods of thl.~ ;Fren~h educator. Be- garded as ~ones f ceding on the honey prepared by the industrious bees. 
--
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This universal activity has produced the general ease of circumstances, and 
the national wealth, and has enabled the government to payoff already more 
than two-thirds of a debt of 20 millions of francs-the triple of our dbbt, 
contracted during the long civil war now happily ended. 
"I said that L ibtrty is a second cause of the prosperity of the United States. 
It is more complete there than we have yet been able to render it here. There 
is no privileged class there in church or state. There is absolute liberty of 
speech, or reunion, of the press, and of cc.nscience. 'these are sometimes 
abu~ed, certdnly, because men are not perfect anywhere: - I can remember, 
when I first lived in the States, how I was astonishld and shocked on find\ng 
that some of the papers spoke of the President ¥ a dictator, a tyrant, and of 
his ministers as robhers, all in terms of the utmost contempt, and all with 
perfect impunity. I found, however, afterwards, that there were grains of 
truth at the bottom of this, but I tell that only iu quiet confidence, betwee!l 
you and me They have found there that liberty affords the best security 
against abuse of liberty, as open day aff.Jrds security. The law has full p~wer 
there to punish actual defamation, scandal, and libel. 
"Rtsptct f or tlu Iflw is the third virt~ of Amer~can society. Even those 
';ho do not really possess this regard are obliged to pret~nd to having it 
, They will seek to twist the law, but never to deny it, or to revolt against it; 
for even in the case of an ill·considered law, they know that universal suffrage 
gives the means of correcting whatever is unfavorable to the interests of the 
population at large, and it is enlightened on su~h questions by the discussions 
in the numerous papers, and by the general instruction of the masses. 
"Itutruction-that is the grand tribunal before which all laws and measures 
stand for judgment, and it furnishes hope and justice for the future . The future 
-my children-that means you-las jtU1USSl and these schools are the schoolS 
of future law. In 'no country are schools so universally establ!shed, and es-
tablished well, as in the United States of America, The Americans know 
well that the universal benefit of universal suffrage cannot be secured but by 
uui-versal education. It is their first care. It is rare to find a voter who can 
not iead or write, or who does not know much of the history of his own 
country, with something of that of others. This explains ho; backwoodsmen 
like Lincoln and Grant have come to be the great names of the age, Presi-
dents of their Republic, ' after having,-Iet it be well understood-supple-
mented by indefatigable private study and observation, what the schoQls only 
opened the way to, in their childhood. You see that industry, instruction. 
and good conduct open the way Ito ~nbounded results in the grand republic. 
"But uot there alone. Even in the time of Charlemagne, you may read of 
bim saying to the children of his nobles when he examined their schools, that 
the children of the people were doing better than they; and that, if they 
failed to show better in future he would give the public employments to the 
others. You read how old King ,Dagobert took a blacksmith into his council 
after some talk with him while repairing his carriage, and eventually made 
him his prime minister. In the grand days of Napoleon the Great neady all 
the Dlarshalls :and generals were children of peasants, or farmers, and they 
placed France on a pinnacle of glory. You have read the story of Junot. 
He could write; he had perfect sang froid. Napoleon heard him thank the 
gunners who sent a shell which sanded the p!lper which he had just written, 
and that was the beginning of his sen-ices to his country and of his fortune. 
"pursue your studies, then, my chi ldren, instruct yourselves for your own 
, sakes, and your country's. Remembe.r the saying of the old philosopher who 
concentrated aU in the one word' L aboru1ltts'-'let us work.' Work is in 
truth tbe real consolation of human life, as instruction is its solace and its 
dignity. Tbese two are what make great men and great nations. , 
!'These prizes are your first titles of real nobility as civilized people now 
understand 'nobility' ; for hereafter the most noble will be only the most 
. d t th" ' daserv1Ilg an . mos wor y. /' 
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PRIMARY INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH 
, LANGUAGE. 
, f 
ORVILLE T. BRIGHT, Chicago. 
(C9ncludedfrom No , I78.) 
NOW to indicate a beginning. A knowledge of the names of thit;lgs seen comes first to the child. This then furnishes 
the first topic for instructJon. 
The prime object should be to lead children to talk freely 
about the objects and incidents that come within their observa-
. .ti6n ~nd through means of this freedom, to the correct ,use of 
.faquage; but there mUlit be a leading '8lld controlling idea in 
'{ 
the mind of the teacher and the questions and answers must all 
bear upon the particular construction which 'She wishes to 
~mpress.. It will rarely be found necessary to give points of 
InstructIOn out of hand. They may all be drawn from -the chil-
dren by skillful questioning. And so with the e~r61s of speech,-
the childr~n will correct them ·all. . , 
It may be urged that it will accomplish the same purpos~' for 
t~e teacher to correct errors of speech whenever 'they occur 
Without reference to any general plan. This will not accom-
plish the purpose. Whatever influences have made the child 
talk i.mproperly have been at work for years unobstructed and 
they will still work against the teacher's influence, and onl~ the 
greatest possible practice upon each form of speech about which 
there is trouble, will fix it as a correct habit. 
ffake one topic at a time and by its ;;killful use bring forward 
as many errors as possible of the same class. Whenever an 
inconect exprc!ssion is used be sure that it is 'heard from the \ 
child making it, and not from the repetitio~ c..f the teacher. 
Let the pupil who corrects state the error slowly and clearly apd 
follow with the correction and by means of empli.~s bring the 
two forms into strong contrast. Here is the instruction. 
This practice followed up day after day will make an impres-
sion th'lt nothing can efface 'and the habit of using the correct 
construction will be established. ' 
Taking the names of things for the first topic, the teacher ' 
may have a variety of objects on the- table or use the familiar 
objects of the school room. What may be gained in requiI'ing 
the child to name a dozen diff~rent objects? Correct pronun-
ciation, distinction of utterance, and the correct use of a and an. 
He may be lequired to name more thah one. Here he forms 
the plural. _ ,-
Ask him to tell something about the object neal him and he 
uses "this." 
I About more than one and he uses ' "th~st." And so w.ith, 
'that" and "tMse." 
He sa.ys, "that apple 'is' round." Show him two and he says, ' 
"those apples 'are' round." 
"This book 'has' leaves." "These books 'have' leaves." 
Consider for a moment the larger proportion of the errors -of 
speech among children that this instruction will correct. The ' 
use of a and an; this and thac as regards situation' the 
corresppnding terms, these and those, thus preventing the ~se of 
"them" as an adjective;, the use of the corre~t forms of ~he 
verb with singular and wit~lural sulljects. By maki~g 
free use of the adverb "not" ,in mir sentences the pupils will b . 
' ' e taught to aVOI the vulgarisms " ainf' and won't." 
In due time may be added to' the preceding the use of adve b 
• _ 1\ S 
as c:ontrasted ,:WI~h the use of ~h~ adjectives from which they are , 
denved. ThIS IS a very frUltful source of errors; With th " 
prol:er tr~ining of the little ones, possibly the yO}lQg l~dy ~f th: 
future Will 110t horrify our worthy superintendent by "wantin 
to teach l!-wful bad." g 
What has already been indicated will furnish material for 
many week~' instruction. It will not be necessary nor expedient 
to go outsl?e the vocabulary of the children; and it will be. 
much more profitable (or the teacher to draw from this vocabu- I 
ulary than from the "words of the grade" as indicated b- the 
reader. y , 
As ~nother top'iC for first grade, the ~se of the wo d '11 -
, r s 4!,':You) 
he, s~eh we, and they m~y be taken up. 'Almost any -child ,will 
u~e CIt er one of these words correctly wh:en it is' to DC used 
smgly as th~ subject of the verb. B\1t wb'e~ taken i.D ~necti'on 
I '~ 
"-
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with another subject in the same sentence, the incorrect sen_ To indicate a first lesson, take the word break. What shall I 
tences will outnumber the ~orrect ones six to one. \ The same do to make two pencils of this ode? 
child that will say "I will go," and" he will go," will say What did I do with the pencil? 
.' "me and him will go," and you, me, and th~y was, are just as What have I done with the pencil? 
universal. By calling for sentences from the pupils, the different parts 
The correct spelling of the words used should . be acquired. will finally be used correctly. Each lesson should include the 
Of course this will be to a very limited degree at first, but by correct spelling of the words. Every succeeding lesson should 
the time the children begin to write sentences they should know be given in pai t to a review of the' words already given, and 
how to write correctly all the words they wish to use. After thus the correct form of the verbs and their habitual use will be 
several months' drill in the oral work indicated, a great secured. 
Another topic: The use of the words I, he, she, we, andl facility will be gained in giving well-constructed sentences, 
,-and the transferring of them to the slate with proper capitals they after is and was. 
Another: The spelling of such expression.s as the boy's 
and p1lDctuation will be a cC'mparatively simple affair. ' In the 
hat, my father's house, etc., limiting to tne singular. 
oral work indicated hundreds of errors of speech will be drawn 
Other topics may be assigned to this grade and to the third -from the children. Their correction must form a pr.ominent . 
and fourth , each grade being cequired to review the topics of 
feature of every exercise. the preceding. _ Thus, unc~nsciously to the child, he h:lli lean1.ed .. 
..Probably of the 25,000 children in our primary grades, not a what will be to him the most important part of grammar. 
hundred will use the word "ought" correctly at alf times. In the third and fourth grades he may be drawn just as un-
. Hence let this word be used in making corrections. . It sounds 
consciously intI) writing compositions-that great bug-bear of 
refreshing to Itear such a correction as this from a six or seven- all our school-days. The first efforts should be not so much to 
year-old who is criticising his neighbor. He said, "The secure thought from the child, as its proper expression. Some 
horses is walking slow." He ought to have said, "The horses very familiar subject may be chosen, and questions and answers 
are>-walking slowly." will draw out the information of the children. ~n this exercise 
As a last topic for this grade, a· short list of words, in which an will write the same thing. After the ' subject is written, ask 
. two ~f them have diffe~ent ortJtrogaphy but the same pro- for a good sentence for beginning. Many will be given; the 
nunciation, may be selected, and the chI'ldren made ramiliar 
with their use in their written sentences. 10 teacher selects the best, and all write it. Attend to the capitals 
and punctuation of each sentence. When a sufficient number 
. Thus within the limits of the first grade are presented 
of sentences have been given, or the time is up, the composition 
several of the most important, because the most ' common, con- -
m ay be reao by one or two of the pupils. 
structions of the English language, and by the constant prac- . This is very mechanical, you will say. Very true, but it 1& 
tice indicated the average pupil will use them with a fair de-
gree of correctness, when speakl'ng, as well as writing " and paving the way for something better. Short stories or incidents read by the teacher or pupils may be' 
besides, he will do much better than now in the .written sen- reproduced. _ 
tenc~s, because correctness in one department leads ' to it in Pictures presented to the class may be described, or stories 
anotner. which they suggest written, after they have been talked about by 
-So far as grammar treats of the use of the langu'age, this is the teacher and pupils. 
grammar. The school-house and other prominent buildings may be de-
The objects I have indicated cannot be accomplished in ten scribed, or a walk to or from school. -
mInutes a day during the last part of the grade . work. They The events of ~ Saturday or Sunday may be written. 
will require just as many weeks as the children are in the grade Always allow several of the compositions to be read by"tbe 
with aliberaldaily allowance. pupils; and, if adroitly managed, nearly all will be eager to 
Does anybody imagine that children don't , like this sort 0 read, and any will be willing if called .upon. These are fhe 
school work? If so, place one of the topics indicated in the compositions. 
hands of a successful teachre let her study carefully the Letter-writing is an important topic for i'nstruction, and may 
method of presenting it to he_r pupils, so as to be thoroughly at well be given in the last part of the third grade. 
home with her subject, and there will be a revelation to any In fourth grade both these topics may be extended and prac-
do~bter in the bright, eager faces and sparkling eyes of the ticed during the year. 
children who take part in her exercises. There is no exercise Then what may w~ expect and require of pupils who are e~-
in school that will compare with it in interest. The secret of . amined for fifth grade? . 
success will lie in the preparation of the teacher, not generally, I. A respectable use of the English language in spe,aking. 
l but for ,each exercise. • . 2 • . Quick and accurate correction of all' common errors of 
I will allude but briefly to what may be done in the second speech when heard. ' 
grade, suggesting only .one or two topics: Since the children 3. Written compositions within the simple limits indicated,. 
know how to write, written work may form a part" of each with proper divisions into se~tences, capitals, and punctuation,: 
day's·exercises. No teacher needs to be told of the thousands to a reasonable degree . of:jbr~ders made in the use of the irregular v"~rbs. A list of. 4. Respectable letters, so far as arrangement, correctness oii" 
th~se that come within the children's vocabulary may be made, expression, and neatness are concerned. 
perba:ps fifty in number, placing the most common first on the Objections will very likely be urged by those who hav!: large 
list. By at first performing the action indicated, and then fol- foreign elements in s£hool, but those who do so will only add 
owing with' skillful ana rapid questions, the teacher wil1 obtain another argument ilr the necessity of this instruction. The 
he use of the principal parts of the verb. . ' , \ greater the .diffiatlties. ~he Ip"ea,t«;r w,~ need of'the effort.... The 
. , 
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_obstacles to instruction, however. do not differ materially in the 
qifferent schools, when taken in the aggregate. 
'" So long, then, as this is an English-speaking country, let an' 
effort be made to make the English respectable. 
There is pressing need of a well-arranged syllabus for the 
Language lessons printed,. with model lessons for the teachers. 
They are ready and anxious for it, and have been for years. 
Then we shall see a progress of 'which we have not dreamed 10 
this all-important subject. 
====== SA (]vE URr-HENNEQ UIN. 
By DR. ZUR BRiicKE. 
As do, douhtless, all the readers of TIlE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY so we . always rend Prof. Hennequin'S articles with great interest an~ profit. 
But for once we must differ from him as to the best method of imparting a 
speaking-knowledge of the German and French languages. For, it must be 
admitted by every careful observer, that both French and German arc taught 
as dead languages in all , or nearly all of our American colleges. We have yet 
_ to meet the first graduate of Yale or Harvard, or or any of our larger colleges 
at the West, that is of those who have acquired their French or German at the 
institutions referred to, who is able to express himself fiuently on any bUSiness, 
or matter of every-da.y life. P er contra, we have already met with quite a 
number of persons, both ladles and gentlemen, who have been pupils under 
Prof. Cohn, now of tlll city, and who can express themselves understandingly 
upon most ~ubjects concerning our dally, social and business-life, and that, 
after enjoying Prof: Cohn'S instru,ction only for three, or at the most, for ouly 
six months. 
As t<WJr. Sauveur we must nil admit now, or shall soon have to admit the 
fact, that he Is by all odlls, the ablest and most successful teacher of the living 
Fre>wll langilage, that we have ever had in America. 
• Dr. Sauveur tells us in his "Causeries avec ses eleves" about enabling four· 
tutors in Yale College to speak French fluently and with perfect correctness 
- atter four months' practice with him during four evenings of e~h week. And 
- we 'fully beijeve all tbat he says in this conncction, for, we all know that a be-
. ginner In any foreigu tougue will learn more of the spokcn language by con-
versing with a native one single hour, than by a wh;>le month's dead language 
,tudy in any of om- best collegcs, no matter how well the German or French 
may be taught as a literary language . 
. Prof. Hennequiu is doubtless famili al' ,,1th Goethe's reply to Eckermann, on 
• this whole subject Of. familiarizing ones-self with a foreign tongue, namely, that 
every language really cousists of two widely distinct parts, that is, the collo-
qnial and the literary language. 
An English nobleman of high literary and scientific ,culture had complained 
. to Goethe that althougb be was able to express himself with ease in the Ger-
man language ou all matters pertaining to daily business or social intercourse, 
yet when he came to writing an article upon some scientific subject, he was ut-
terIy unable to exprcss his thoughts in anything approaching to intelligible ex-
pression. Goethe's reply was, "'Why, we native-born Germans can hardly make 
ourselves distinctly uuderstood after a life-time's practice." 
Of course the same mlly be said of any language-long practice and a perfect 
knowledge of the vernacular being reqnisite to write with perspicnity upon any 
8ubject whatever. 
An experience In teaching German, during thirty years, has taught us that 
no one has acquired, or ever will acquire a speaking knowledge of any language 
from a book. 
A child learns from tllings, not from books. The parent naturally waits till 
the child Is largely master of the colloquial language-and t ill, in hundreds of 
words and phrases, the little man or woman can express his or her thoughts 
with ease and elegance-no book yet, but pictures, kites, sleds, dolls, balls, and 
jack 0' dandies. 
Prof. Heidnel', the author of a series of excellent German grammars, not long 
since thanked the writer for a copy of Zur BrUeke's Part I., "German without 
Grammar or Dictionary," because, as be said, "I will use this conversation manual 
with those pupils In my school who study my grammar, for I luwe never yet 
knoum anyone to warn German conver8ation b!J a grammar." 
In my own speaking-classes, where no book is allowed, and no English spoken, 
I have as pupils, ladies who can read French as well as English, along with their 
own 'sons and daugbters who have never studied French, and yet, I do not see-
but what the children learn just as fast as the parents . 
. Prof. Hennequin ,vi\lnot Ignore the obvious fa~t that in learning a language 
by grammar ins~ad of by objects, only Qne Sel\~ fa brou~ht ~to play, and that 
is the sight. By the nat'ural method all the senses are, and must'be used ' 
Sound rather than sight, being the principal factor by which the child' acquires ' 
a spoken.language. 
So far as he knows a language, he carries it about with him in 'his head or on 
the end of his tongue. In one thing, however, we do agree with Prof. H., that 
that is, in colleges, the natural or conversational method cannot be substituted 
for the grammatical. And simply because the classical course in all .of our col-
leges and Universities is ;!lready too much crowded with other studies. More 
attention is and can be given to the study of the modern languages perliaps, in 
the scientific department of the higer institutions of learning. 
I believe that a student entering a college should be able to speak emnly any 
foreigu language that he proposes to acquire before e~tering a college, us there 
is not only more leisure time then, but more aptitude for learning a spoken 
language. 
I have at the present time several students who are preparing for Ann Arbor, 
and who converse daily in either French or German; when I speak with them, 
it certaiply is not in English. When these young gentlemell.c0me iThder Prof. 
H.'s instruction I hope that they will understand his explanations, rwt in Eng-
lish words but in the French and German Languages. . ' 
In a college or university this practical study of a spoken langu~ge can be 
carried forward on a still higher plane, that is, the science or t heory of gram-
matical construction can be taught by means of the language which is to be 
acquired. - . 
From all this, Prof. Hennequin will readily perceive that he himself can in 
no wise be the loser ifSanveur's or Heness'sor Zur BrUcke's--or' in other words 
the natural system of teaching modern languages comes into general use, and 
it certainly will. For, it is at once the easiest, most interesting, and cheapest 
way of learning to converse in any living language. 
For my part I am glad that this highly important educational reform is meet-
ing such abundant success everywhere. 
Prof. Cohn's classes in German are large and enthusiastic and ~o are Madame 
Cohn's French classes at the Central Music Hall of this city. \ 
As might naturally be Il..xpected, Dr. Sauveur's success in Chicago is fully 
equal to that which he met in his eastern work. 
So, gradually but surely all the pJ:eparatory schoo s in the land must and will. 
adopt this bea"UJ,.z, natu"al method of aoqniriug that most valuable of all scle 
ences, a power to converse in the languages that rule the whole world.· 
DEFERRED ITElI1S. 
-Edwin P. Seaver, head master of the English High S<;hool, has heen, 
appointed superintendent of the Boston public schools. Mr. Seaver is 'a 
graduate of Harvard College, and for a time' held the position of p-!,ofessor of 
mathematics in that institution. His election meets 'with the favor of those 
most intimately connected with the schools of Boston, though there was evi-
dently a division of sentiment in the board before election. 
-The Great Mohammedan University at Cairo, Egypt, has 10,000 stu-
dents and 300 professors. 
-Cambridge College, England, has decided to drop Greek from the list of'" 
required studies. . 
-President Eliot, of Harvard College, has sent confidentialletlers tOo the 
parents of 'all the ' students, requesting information as to whether o~ not the 
students have ?een accustomed to attend p'rayers at home, and asking the par-
ents' opinion on the subject of compulsory atteri!fance at morning chapel. It -
is ' expected that if the answers to these interrogatories. are favorable, attend-
ance at prayers will hereafter be voluntary. 
-An exchange 5ays that most of the premiums for superiority in classical 
studies preparatory for Bowdoin University were given to students from high 
schools and not to those from academies. . . 
-John M. Bloss, ~uperintendent of schools at Evansville, Ind., was 
elected State Superintendent of Public Institution. Mr. Bloss is a successful 
and progressive public scpool man-about ,forty years of age. He is popular ' . 
in the state and will be a ~orthy successor to Supt. Smart. ' 
-President Hayes will sail for' Europe in May. 
-The new mayor of New Orleans is named Shakespeare. . 
-~rof. H. ~. ~pe.er, of Junction City, was elected Superintendent of 
PublIc Instnlchon In Kansas, by a large majority. A goodly number of the 
counly superintendents were re-elected. 
-Prof. Hiram Orcutt, prinCipal of Tilden Ladies' Seminary Ne { . 
Hampshire, has become general manager' of the subscription dep~ent ; 
the New England.Publishing Company. . 
b 
-I am going ~o try ang get our teachers about here to take ilie 
ecause I know It. Will do them good.-Cnaumont. N. Y. 
~ , . ... 
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THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
ORAL LESSONS IN LANGUA GR. 
FIRST YEAR IN SCHOOL. 
For language lessons for the first year in school, the objects 
with which children a,.re already partially faminar furnish abund-
ant material. A few conversational lessons, similar to that out-
lin~ed above, to enable the teacher to study the children while 
the children learn liow to go to school, may be followed by fa-
miliar talks about the objects in the school-room. As the chief 
use of these early lessons is t'.) get the children to express what 
they know, the objects chosen should be such as they have seen 
elsewhere; as the table, the chair, the door, the windows, or 
the clock, rather than the blackboard, the crayons, or the desk. 
To name the object, to speak the name plainly, to tell where 
they have seen something like it before, to tell what it is for, to 
tell the color of it, and anything else they can about it, may be 
quite enough for one lesson. In general, without limiting free·· 
dom of expression, it is better to have a plan for the lesson: 
~,~ 
I. The name of the object. Drill on .the pronunciation ofthe 
name. 
2·. How maJ;ly have sten any ether or others like this. Where? 
A question which will elicit in answer the name (if not too diffi-
cult) oDmore than on.e. \ 
'3 What people have them for, or do with them, or s>f what 
use they are. · -
4.. Color; very large or small; like or unlike others which 
they have seen; why .others did not look like this. . _ 
5. Questions which elicit in answer the words of the lesson 
upon which they need to be drilled. 
6. A-simple home-task to cultivate perception -and compar-
iwn; as, if the lesson has been about a chair, to look at the 
chair in which baby is rocked to sleep, or the chair in which the 
little brother ,or sister -sits at table, and tell about it to·morrow. 
Cautions. I. Avoid objects whose 'names the children could -
not articulate. 
2. Avoid teaching or using many new words. 
3. Use very- simple and pure English. If a child errs in 
speech, either ·restate his · fact without remark, or say, "Yes, that 
is true:" I would say, " ......... ," putting it ill. better form. 
'Or, .agree with him a,s to the fact, and ask him or another to 
"tell it in a different way," or "in a better way." Let the 
child·who made the error repeat what he said in the better form. 
Cordially approve the new statement. Not merely to sle that a 
tht'ng is done, but to see that it is done in the lest way, i~ the in-
disp~nsable qffice of the teacher. The child is not to be, inter-
rupted or contradicted. Without any spirit of censure, with 
tact; politeness, and gentleness, he is simply to be shown the 
right .way. 
4. The lessons should be brief. Twenty minutes would be too 
long, even for a class . of forty children. 
I· S. Choose unlike ·objects for consecuti~e lessons. Vary, the 
plan pursued. 
Two or three talks about objects with which the children are 
cpmparatively familiar may be followed by a few piCture lessons 
on . domestic anim~ls, or two or three lessons in distinguishing 
sounds, recognizing colors~ and testing,weights. The following 
IiCheme oflessons wiIi be suggestive to tne teacher, and may be 
modified in· a1l¥ way whiCh will adapt it to the need~ of individ-
ual classes, provided it be remembered alwars·that,-
Tq educate the,senses aud cultivate jercepti()fI is as great a ser-
vice. as to train the lips IrJ speak. That- . 
. To help the child acqut're t'deas zs more valuable than to leach 
him to use words. That- _ 
Pictures appeal to but one sense, atzd cultwate imagt'nation 
rathet than perception, give erroneous ideas of relative sizt::, and 
give no ideas of sound, weight, and other sensible qualities; and. 
that picture lessons must therefore alternate constantly with 
lessons on Sound, Color, Size, Weight, Form, Drawing, Minerals, 
Plants, and manufactured objects. 
To keep in view that in all these things the child is a discoverer; 
that the eye, the ear, the hand, and the tongue are to be z'mpar-
tially trained; it would be better not to think or to speak of 
these early lessons as Language Lessons, but as exercises in get-
ting a,cquainted w~th things. 
Color. Make a collection of bright-colored crewels, knots of 
silk, samples of ribbon, straws, bits of tissue-paper, beads, 
feathers, and whatever will add interest, or variety of application, 
to the lesson. During the fitst year, teach the children to Fec-
ognize and name the prominent colors; as,-
RED, YELl.OW, BLUE, 
GREEN, VIOLET, ORANGE, 
BROWN, WHITE, BLACK. 
Platz. I. Place the materials of various colors before the 
class. Select t'Yo objects, as two blocks, straws, or feathers, 
which differ t'n color but are alike in every other respect. Have · 
the objects named. 
2. Hold up one of them, and ask ·who will come to the table 
and find .one just like it, Another. Another. In each case 
have the class agree that they are alike. 
3. When all have been found, stm ask them to find another. 
.If they say there are no others, select one which differs in color 
only, and ask w.\1y that would not do. What color are these? 
4. Who can find anything else on the table that is red? Re-
peat this until all the things that are red have been found. In 
each case have the child show the objec( to the class, and tell 
what he has four.d, and what color it is; as, "Ihavefound a 
bead," ., This feather is red." 
S. Find something . elsewhere in the room that is red; or, 
Bring something to school to· morrow that is red. 
Cauti01ts. I. When the objects are not in use, it is better to 
.keep them out of sight. Novelty furnishes halt tlie inteaest -of 
the lesson. 
2. Each color should be represented in different material, and . 
in various tints and shades. 
_ 3. If (he children s·aY "light blue," "dark green," etc .• l!.ccept 
and use the terms; but do not attempt to teach them to distm-
guish or name the different tints, hues, and shades. 
4. Take care to place together the colors wlzidl har11l0nize; as 
red with green; yellow WIth violet; and blue with orange. 
5. Test every child in the class to discovev if any be color-
blind. 
When ,one color has been learned, make on the black-board a 
small square or other design in crayon of that color, and let it 
remain. . After red, teach the class to recognize green. · Review 
red and green together, and add the design in green crayon. 
Place elsewhere on the board the design in orange and blue; and 
in yellow and violet,. when those colots have been learned. 
After several colors have been taught, call upon the children 
to name a ·fiower, a fruit, ;t bird, or other absent object, and tell ' 
what color it is. To be SUl:e that all in the class are thinking of 
the same color, have the child who names the object point out 
something in the room that is of that color. If only a part of: 
·the object be of that color, as the breast or neck of. ~ bird, or the 
centre of the ' flower, have the 'child state what part is oi the 
color · chosen. If the thing named varies in color-as~ roses ree, , 
whit~, yelJow-lead the Class to state that. . When tlie children ': 
, 
, 
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differ about the color of any object, let them look at it before the 
next lesson, and report what color it- is. The colors in a bou-
quet, in a picture, in the plumage of.a duck or peacock, in the 
rl!-inbow, or in a landscape seen.irom the school , room window, 
may be used as a lesson in review, The name of each color 
wlritten over the color, square on the blackboard will be learned 
by the word-method before the close of the . year. ' 
Size. By' comparison of sticks, strings, lines, strips of ,paper, 
pieces of tape, and various other objects, lead the child) en to 
pronounc.e and use correctly. 
I. Long and short, 
2. Long and longer, 
3. Long, longer, and longest, 
4. SllOrt and sllOrter, . 
5. SllOrt, shorter, and shortest. 
, Plan. I. To develop the new idea and teach the word pres-
ent two objects, as two strings, which differ in length a~d are 
aliKe 'in every other particular. Have the class say what you 
have; how many you have j how many you put on the table' 
which string you put down, and how they can tell which it w~ 
when the two are together. 
_ 2. ' Apply the new word, or words, to lines on the blackboard 
and to the objects in the school-room. 
3. Have them name things seen out of school that are sllort· 
long. Name two that are long, and tell which is the longer, etc~ 
Cautions I. Teach the cltt'ldrm to measure, and not to guess, 
to find out which is longer or shorter. 
2. Present new objects, and vary the tests given and the appli-
cations required, in order to promote interest and to secure vari-
ety in the' language used. . , 
Take a few lessons on some other subject; as ' We~'ghtor -$ountf; 
Then review the above, and teach :-
6. Broad and ?zarrow, 
7. Broad and broader, 
8. Broad, broader, and broadest. 
Caution. If a child use a correct word, as wide, accredit it, 
and commend him. Ask who knows another word that means 
the same, and accept, or teach broad. 
9. Two words to describe the same thing; as, i'a long, nar-
roW brook," "a 1011g, broad street," a short, ?zarrow lane," a 
broad, sllOrt aisle." I 
10. Tltt'ck and thin. 
~I. Tlzt"ck, Ih£cker, and tltickest. 
12. Tltin, thinner, and thinnest. 
13. Two words to describe the same thing; as, "a short, 
thick pencil," " a long, thin board," "a broad, thin ribbon. " 
Caution. Aid the children to express themselves in full state-
ments; as, The :tove-pipe islo'l'lg. A piece of paper wa~ wrapped 
_ arout;td £t. I have the tltt'ckest coat. . 
NOTE.-If there be time, the teacher , may add .lessons on 
things that are large, small, deep, high, tall, low. ShOJlow 
'slender, and words as difficult as these should be deferred wi 
much ,later: 
Weight. Furnish, in addition to the objects which the class 
see and handle, a few packages which look \ alike, but differ in 
weight. Develop the correct ideas, and teacq, th'! pronunciation 
and/use of-
I. Light. and heavy, 
2. Heavy, lwzvier, and heaviest. 
3. Light, lighter, and lightest, . 
.4. Large (in size) and light (in weight), 
I 5. SmaU (in size) and heavy; (in weight). 
~. Pia". , 1. Have the' objects distitlotl>: named; as, cork, ir~"i 
a spo?tge, a book. a/eatlur, some packages (bundles or parcels). 
~et the children talk freely about them,-tell the use of cork, 
lron, or sponge; where the feather grew and what color it· is 
etc. ' . , 
2. Have the pupi l stand with arms outstretched' at the sides. 
Place a light 'object on the tips of the fingers of one hand and 
a very heavy object on the other. Lead the class to stat~ that 
th.e ston.e made the arm drop, and the sponge did not. Repeat 
wIth various objects and several (.hildren. ' . 
3. Obtain or teach- light and heavy. 
4. Ask the class to find things in the room that are {~ht· that 
are heavy. ' ' J 
5. Apply to the paper parcels, and lead them to state what we 
must do to find out if anything be light or heavy. ? In review, have the pupils apply two or more terms to the 
o?Jects ,found; &.s, The poker is short, thick, heavYJ' the long, 
ltght pOlnter, etc.-The Canada School J ournal. ' ' 
A ROLL OF DISHONOR. 
To the Editor of tIle Weekly: 
I read in your columns that some teacher in Mlchigan pub-
lishes, or in some· way makes public, a "roll of dishonor," 
which, it may be presumed, contains the names -of those pupils 
.who, for idleness, irregularity, or misconduct, are deemed to be 
the "black sheep" of the school. 
It seems to me (hat great harm must be done to' the pupil, 
when his name is published upon such a list. What good can 
grow out of it, I am at a loss to conceive. All penalty should \ 
be either reformative or protective; designed for the good of the. 
offender, or for the protection of the community and the general 
welfare. The penalties of the school-room are generally of the ' 
reformatory kind. All children are regarded as' susceptible of 
reform. The State Reform Schools are 'based upon the theory 
that even criminals are not beyond the reacQ of good influences. 
If I err not, the State of Michigan does not apply the naqle . 
"Reform Scheol" to its institution for youthful offenderi. 
SOIi1e thoughtful legislators have seen that the ,name might in 
after life be an injury to one of its graduates. Now the public 
branding of a pupil _as a bad ' boy is ~a1culated to excite 
prejudice and suspicion against him in the comnlUniiy. Until a 
pupil reaches that stage when he is utterly beyond schOOl 
control, and till the public need to be .ca~tioned against him as 
an evil d'oer, there is no call for making his failures and misdeeds 
a matter of public reproach. ' 
The, moral fprce of such a roU is utterly lost upon the 
hardened offender; and the fact that he is placarded with a bad 
name makes him more sullen and defiant than he otherwise 
would be. Thos~ W~10 are likely to be influenced to ' good by 
the fear of appearlllg' upon such a roll are susceptible to better ' 
influences. \ ' 
Pe:haps ~very teacher has had some person, on the p.retense 
of fnendshlp, come ~nd caution him to be on his guard against 
such and ' such a pupIl, as a thoroughly bad boy. For my own' 
part 1 much prefer, as a general rule, to find out my bad boys ' 
for myself. b more than one instance, this friendly caution has 
come from personal enemies of the boy, who found a base satis-
fact~on 'in prejudic.:ing the strange teacher against an obnoxious \ 
famlly. A teacher must have an extraordinary co~trol of hiln-
self and hiro daily manners, if he did not watch sl1ch a pupil i'n a 
:way that would at once create suspicion and distrust. Now let 
" 11 f d' h '" a ro 0 IS Ol}or, wl~h th.e official mark upon it~ be posted on 
the blackboard~ or p~t mto the public piintsl and the pupil is 
under a ban whlch WIll .go far to male him utterly Feckless and 
worthless. 
-. 
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A report-card, sent home to a parent, is a very different 
thi,ng. This is a matter between the teacher and the parent, 
the parties chiefly interesteq . If tte latter choose to exhibit 
this official report, with certificates of misconduct upon it, they 
have a right to do so; but only a few will do it. 
, A " Roll ot Honor" is not an easy thing to regulate. I have 
ceased to excl~de any from it because of low scholarship. I in-
, clutle in it monthly some of the lowest in my classes, because of 
their hon~st (that used to mean honorable) efforts to make the 
best possible of themselves. I do not base it upon percentages, 
I but upon my own judgment of what the pupil deserves. But 
. nothing could ever induce me to advertise, even to the little 
-school world, the names of those who are the worst pupils in 
school. . O. 
THE STATES. ' 
MICHIGAr<.-The Michigan School Moderotor :publislies the poem of Dr. 
A. J. Wallace, which appeared as an original contribution to the columns of 
the WEEKLY a few weeks ago, witliout as much as saying "Exchange." An 
editorial from these columns i s credited to "Educational Journal." 
The Hillsdale school board continues to play "boy," and , by its own pig-
headednes~ bids fair to close the s~hools of that city completely. In the 
meantime the teachers who have faithfully attended to their work have not 
'received their pay. Hadn't that city better evict their board and commence 
over again ?-Ann Arbo1 Lourier. 
, Toe north hall of Adrian College was destroyed by fire a week ago last. 
Sunday. ' About 75 students were living in it, most of whom were absent at 
_ church, lqsing nearly all of tbeir effects. The college is owned by the Protes-
tant Methodists, was valued at $10,000, and imured for $7,000. In 1869 the 
. girls' wing, corresponding to this upon the south side, was burned to the 
ground. I 
PhiloParsons, of Detroit, has given $50,000 to Olivet College. 
A lecture course to consist of nine entertainments . has been perfected in 
Batt.Je Creek. The obj~ct is to raise $500 to secure one-fourth of the collec- · 
tion to be mad~by Mr. Brigham in South America. Olivet College and 
HilL~dale College each take a share. Mr. Brigham departs with letters of 
introduction from Secretary Evarts, Prof. Baird of Smithsonian Institute, and 
others. ' 
There are nmety pupils in the high school at· Lansing; at the same date in 
1879, the number was 86. 
Pr_of. G •. H. Hauower, teacher of . Greek. and Latin in the Grand Rapids 
I high school, lias tendered his resignation in order to accept a position in the 
agricultural college at Lansing. 
The teachers in Montcalm county receive such low salaries that they are in 
danger of starvation and are resigning by the score, it is said. 
The late E. L. Clark, of Adrian, gave by will forty acres of land to the 
, state, on which js to be erected the girls' reform school. The grounds are to 
be beautifully . laid out, and the necessary buildings, it is stated, will cost 
'Jieady $25,000. . 
The people of Portland are discussing the question of high school or no 
high school. 
, Prof~ J. R. Miller, of Constantine, is doing good work as usual. This is 
his.second year in that place. 
The Hillsdale school board are spending their valuable time just at present 
making fools of themselves. The three Greenbackers on the board vote every 
~e to raise money for school purposes, and the three Republicans vote 
aga~nst it, claiming thar the officers are not properly elected. Nothing can 
be done, and the teachers have not had their pay for some time. Th~ janitor 
says there is only wood enough to last ten or twelve days longer, and if no 
money is voted the schools will ,have to close.- Tecumseh Herold. . Through 
the instrumentahty oftp'olitical janglings one of the ablest primary teachers in 
fh~ state was not retained in the Hillsdale scbools/'" . 
~ The Universiry-The property of the University amounts to $681,442.--
. The stude~ts are talking of getting up an excursion to Mentor, Ohio. to pay 
their respects to President elect Garfield. Next Saturday is the time int ended. 
---. --Prof. Langlet s electric light now illuminat~ the chemical labora-
to~ .-A cliair of elocution is talked of.--Tlie postage fo1' the fiftee!l 
",' 
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months; ending September 30, was over $2,000.---A printed letter from ex-
chancellor Tappan announces his removal from Basel to Thun, Switzerland. 
He has purchased a home at the latter place and will spend his remaining 
days · there.---The steady stream of patients to the Hospital continues un-
abated.-· --The Students' Lecture-Association opened last Friday night 
with a lecture from Wallace Bruce :on "The Landmarks of Scott." The next 
one on the course is David Swing of Chicago.---C. A. Sherman, formerly 
of the law class of '81, is .associate city editor of the Iowa State Register.--
The legacy of Mary Porter to the University consists of 280 llcres of land, 
valued at $2,ooo.---The Regents are in favor of erecting a building for a 
gymnasium, also one for the library.---Pres. Frieze advocates the raising 
of the 'standard fo~ the entrance of students into the literary department.--
The collegiate year [879-80 was by far the most prosperous in the history of 
the University. 
The Albion R epublican says there are more new students at the Albjon 
College this year than ever before-nearly as many new ones as of all: ~he 
others. 
Prof. C. A. Cook, one of the best teachers in the state, has charge of the 
Dexter schools this year at an advanced salary. 
The Normal School.-A reception was tendered to Prof. Malcolm Mac-
Vicar, new principal of the Normal School, Nov. 16, at the residence of Hon. 
Edgar Rexford. It was an enjoyable, social time of the faculty, clerlQ'man, 
and others.---Mr. J. F. Jordan, a Normal graduate, is principal of the 
Buch'1nan school. The enrollment is 425. A lot of apparatus has just been 
addeCl to the school.---Dr. Mac Vicar is reported as not being in favor 
of the pupils taking notes. He thinks it ,is a waste of time.-. --Mr. E. M. 
Gardner, a pupil at the Normal last year, is teaching at the Sthte prison at a 
salary of $Roo.---Mr. J . N. Mead is principal at Franklin Mine.--... - " 
An effort is making for th.e revival of a Normal paper. 
W. H. Townsend, former principal of the high school at Battle Creek, ~ai 
married last week to Miss Theresa Wilder, a teacher in the city schools. Mr. 
Townsend will practice law in Battle Creek. 
Grand Ropids.-The attendance at the night school now numbers 150. 
---Prof. ehas. K. Adams, of the UniverSity, delivered the first lecture 0 
the high sc~ool lecture course, Nov. 13, on Frederick the Great .. The next 
two are ·by Sup't E. P. Church on the Sandwich Islands; the last four by Prof. 
E: A. ~trong, on Art. The course promis'!s to be a successs financially. 
The whole number of enrollments in the Tecumseh schools Oct. 29 was' 
518; number belonging, 438. 
Prof. E. M. Avery, of Cleveland, is lecturing throughout 'the state on the 
'Electric Light." "-
Hillsdale College has voted $250 to secure a portion of the specimens to be 
collected by Mr. Ed. Brigham in South America. , 
The school house at Lake Linden was burned recently. Loss $30,000. 
The Traverse City schools have ' enrolled 322 pupils. Nine teachers are 
employed. \ 
The -Detroit · scho.>l board 'have opened t~o night schools, one in the old. 
museum building and the c.ther m the Duffield school. 
The school at Otisville is managed by Wm. H. Beagle, Principal, Miss 
Flora Welstead, and Miss Martha Decker. ' 
Clinton county has 8,576 school children, Eaton county 9,331, Ingham 
county 10,091, Livingston county 6,701, Shiawassee county S;344. Each 
county shows a handsome increase over last year. There appears to be an 
increase in the number of school children all over the state . 
School closed at Almont, Lapeer county, last week, owi~g to the prevlllence 
of scarlet fever. 
Good reports come from the school at Minden, Sanilac,county, Mr Edward 
, Leutz, principal; also of the efforts of Prof. 'D. Howell at Three Rivers. 
A free night scLool is to be established at East Saginaw. ' 
Dr. Kedzie of the state agricultural college has been invited to deliver a 
series of lectur~s at the ~ississippi agricultural college this winter. 
The crippled children at the st~te public school at Coldwater are taught 
telegraphy by one. of tq,e boys, who is an expert operator. 
The UniversitY.-T4e general subject of conversation during the past week 
has been the death of Prof. WatSon.. A deep feeling of sadness and depres-
sion has hung over the city. All now recognize the inestimable worth of the ' 
illustrious ast~onomq as never before.--·-The project of an excursion to 
Mentor has been given up.---There are now 1,488 students in actual at-
tendance at the tJ niversity .---Miss Kate S. Coman, class of 'So, is instruc-
~or in history at WelJesley college, Mask.-' --Outsiders are now shut out. 
of Dr. Maclean's surgical cla:sses owing' to insufficient room.---In the 
. 
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popular Science Monthly for December, Cbas. ~. Lungren, of the class of 
"7:4, begins a series of papers on ·'Dome.tic -Motors," the fir.t paper being 
entitled "Wind and Water Power." 
WISCONSIN.-Tbe State Superintend&!nt has done good service for .the . 
co~ntry schools by the pub'lication of his Circular,on the Grading Sys.tem for 
-the Country Schools of Wisconsin. It should be read by all teachers and 
JBembers of sl!hool boards. 
Ia the death of Prof. James C. Watson, of the Universlly, not only Wiscon-
sin, but the entire nation is deprived of one of the most eminent of scientists. 
The solar observatory which he was engaged in constructing at the time of 
his death it was expected would enabl/! him to make observations upon the' 
s3f) and those planetary bodies which are too near ~hat luminary to be easily 
observ:able with a common telescope. This, togethe~ with several other ex_ 
tensi.ve improvements in process of d~velopment at Madison, would have 
rendered the Washburn Observatory one of the best and most extensive in 
the world. Professor Watson's remains were taken to Ann Arbor, Mich· 
and interred in the beautiful cemetry adjoining the observatory where he had 
;ent so many years of toil and achieved a world-wide renown. 
IOWA.-Dr. Spaulding, president of Wesleyan University at MI. Pleasant, 
visited the State Normal Scl.lOol week before l ast, and delighted the students 
'with one of his eloquent addresses. 
E>r. J. M. Gregory, of Illinois, lectured before the students of Cornell Col-
lege, at Mt. Vernon, week before last on "What to Read and How to Read 
it." 
The Marion high school pupils, assisted by the Alumni Association of that 
school, produced the famous play of "The Octaroou or Life in LOUisiana," 
last week ot a delighted audience. A Mr. Anderson, late of New York, did 
the directing and training. 
Iowa Stale University h as graduated 1,394 persons since the institution 
was organized. 
The Gazette speaks in terms of high praise. of the evening school in Daven-
port, under the prindpalship of Mr. J- M. DeArmond. It says: 
"It is a highiy commendable thmg for any young man thus to .employ his 
enings and there are scores, if not hundreds, in thIS city who ought to do 
ev If the boy or young man is required by necessity to work in the store, -s~. or factory during the day, sO,much the more he should improve his eve-
s . o~ whilE' the opportunity is so freely given. Manufacturers aDd business 
mn ~.ho have boys in their employment could indirectly help themselves and ilien~tly assist those who need it, if they would advise personally all who can ta~: advantage of the night school. A word from them would induce many 
b Y whose evenings are spent on the street, to make the best use of his time a 0 I" 
at the night schoo. 
The Normal School has been getting some new books. Standard works 
on scientific subjects have not been overlooked, and the students are much 
rejoiced thereat. 
Mrs. T. F. M.:Curry, the scholarly and efficient assistant in the Davenport 
hi h school, delivered her lecture on "The Home.Life of the Colonists" be-
g h' .. F 'd . N 6 {; re the Cedar county teac ers aSSOCIatIOn, 'n ayevemng, Ov.2. 
o Th~re is said to be such a ~carcity of fuel in the vicinity of Clarence, that 
JBany of the schools have been closed on that account. 
The Reformschool at EI~ora, .lhat Rlace of compulsory education, had 137 
- pupils-during the month of October; 
Iowa Wesleyan University at Mt. Pleasant will open her normal depart-
ent at the beginning of the next term, Jan. 3, 1881. 
JD Sttawberry Point is sorely troubled with diphtheria. 
Mrs. Haynie was back in schooi last Friday, the ninth inst. Her en_ 
trance hito the assembly room was greeted with applause. The winter 
_ term begins Monday before Thanksgiving. That is about a week too soon. 
Miss Julia Larson leaves school to t&!ach near Lee, Lee Co.-- Chas: Preston, 
an old Normalite, has taken a school near 4mboy.---Preston GIll,a. form-
er ward of the S. O. Home and well kuown about Normal was crushed to 
death at Chicago by a locomotive.---Rev. C. E. Tayl~r, Bapt~st pastor 
at Normal at the beginning of this decade, has recently reSIgned hIS charge . 
at Jerseyville.--'-E. H_ Rishel writes nopefully from Selma, Ala. :--.Nearly 
half the pupils of their school have a,nd probably three-fourths wIll teach 
durjng the coming year. The school paper ~peaks wel~ of ~i'. Ris~el's 
lectfire5 on Natural Philosophy.--The Astona school ltbra~ IS gro~m~. 
The managing committee have arranged for a course of entertamments ~n Its 
interest. . Supt. Boyer is using the columns of the local paper to stir up 
the parents abont the matter of absence and tardiness.--Jas. W. Adams, 
principal of schQots: at Forest is helping work' up e, lecture course for that 
place.--Miss Mallie Knight, who has been hoine on a vacation returns for 
a four months term to her school at Clear Creek, Putnam Co.--W. I. 
Berkstresser, Class of' 77, is teaching at Lanark and Mt. Carroll.--
Supt. Howard, of Shelbyville, sends us a copy of .his regulations and co~rse 
of study. The suggestions as to the studies and how to teach them are such 
as must be very helpful to tbe a~sistant teachers. . 
Program of tht Twimty:Ji/tk A mlual Mu ting of the Iowa State' Teach.-
ers' AssociatIon, to be held at Dn Moinn, Duember 28, 29,30, and 31,1880: 
Tuesday, D eulIIber 28/1t.-7:30 p. m.-Address of Welcome-C. A. DUd:-
ley, Des Moines. Response-Robt. Saunderson, President of the Associa-
tion. Addre;s-Rev. A. L· Frisbi~, Des Moines. . 
Wedmsday, December 29th.-9 a: m.-Opening Exercises. Appointment 
of Committees and other business. Tbe Right Use of Texl·Books-Dr. E. 
Poppe, Burlington. The Quincy Methods-Henry Sabin, Clinton. 2 p. m.-
Opening Exercises. The Wants of Country Schools-Miss S. :Blackburn, 
Vinton. President's Address-Robt. Saunderson, BurEngton. 7:30 p. m.-
Education in England-L. F . Parker, Iowa City. Address. 
Tltursdav, Dtctlllber 30tit.-9 a. m.-Opening Exercises. The Work of 
Normal Schools-J. Piper, Chicago. The Relation of Superintendents to 
Teachers.-H. H. SeerJey, Oskaloosa. Extent to which our Schools . are 
Failing in determining Habits of Study, a~d the Remedy-G. A. Graves, 
Ackley. '2 p. m.-Opening Exercises. The Waste in Teaching Language 
in our schools-L. T. Weld, Cresco. Reports of Committees. Election of 
Officers . . Unfinished Business. 7:30 p. m.-Address-H</n. John Eaton, 
Washington, D . C. 
Friday, . Decembtr 3Ist.-(Devoted to questions relating to work of Nor-
mal Institutes.) 9 a. m.-Opening Exercises. Discussion of the f?l1owing 
topics: J. A Graded course of study for Normal Institutes. 2. How much 
time should be given to instruction in the ordinary branche~, and how much 
to didactic 'work? 3. How far is it profitable to introduce subjects outside 
the branches in which tea~hers are to be examined? 4. Should teachers reo, 
ceive exemption from the yearly examinations in consideration of attendance 
at a ~pecified number of Normal Institutes? S. What changes, if any, are ' 
needed in our Normal Institute system? 
The papers, Immediately after their reading, will be open for discussion 
and it is hoped that every teacher interested. in any of the subjects will come 
prepared to express his opinions as freely and pointedly as possibl&!. 
The Executive Committee of the Principals' Association calls a meeting of 
that body at 3 o'clock p. m., on Tuesday, December 28th. 
The President oT the County Superintendents' Association appoinUl the af-
ternoon of WednesQay, 29th, f"r the meeting of County Superintendents. 
All attending this meeting of the State Teachers' Association will pay tuI 
fare gcing, and may return on certificates furnished by the Railroad Secretary 
of the Association, at the following-rates: G. & N. W., C. R. I. & P., C. B. 
& Q., B. C. R. & N., Ill. Cent., and C. R. R. of Iowa-one-third return; D 
M. & Ft. D.-one·fourth return; and C. M. & St. P.-one-filth return. 
At Des Moines, the Aborn and Kirkwood will entertain members at $2.00 
per day; the ~10rgan House and Sabine H ouse, at $ 1.50 per day; and a 
limited number will be accommodated in private families at $1.00 per day. 
Persons desiring to secure boarding places early, will please address the 
clerks of the hoteli , stating that they intend to be members of the Association . 
and naming the time for which they wish to engage rooms. All others will 
address Mrs. B. F . Hanna, or Principal J. W. King. 
ROBERT SAUNDERSON, President. 
WM. F. KING, Ex~cutive Commit/teo S. CALVIN, } 
N. W. BOYES, 
ILLINOIS. - T\.lere are '42 teachers employed in the Joliet public schools t ' 
and 2,100 pupils enrolled • . D. H. Darling is superintendent. The public 
interest in the schools is increasing. 
We clip from the Watseka Rtpuolican the following: 
"The first meeting of the Iroquois County Teachers' Association for the . 
school year 1880-81, was held at Gilman, Saturday, Nov. 13. 'Mr. hi Ken 
chairI~an ex-ojJi~io, called the hOllse to order ~t 1:30 P. M. OfficeJs and an 
executive com.mlttee were elected. The constitution of the Association was 
read, after whIch a short recess was taken. , 
"T~e assembly was treated to a reading by Mr. Bromagbin principal of 
the GIlman school. ' . . -! 
"T~e question. 'How shall we prevent the use of tobacco -in scliool ?'" 
was discussed. It was stated that a large boy had carried tobacco to school 
and had p~rsuaded a num.ber of small boys to use it. The CO'llnty Sunerin-' 
tendent sald that school drrectors had power to prohibit the use of t ba" 
the-school grounds. . 0 ceo on 
[Concluded on pare 340.} 
-, 
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THE LIBRARY. 
REPORTS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
Circular on tlu Grading Sjslml for the Country Schools o.f Wiscomin. ·Ad· 
dressed to the County Superintendents, District Boards, and Teachers of 
the Public Schools of the State. By W. C. Whitford, State Superint.endent. 
A .Reply to Prof, Fisher's Thru Pronunciations of Latin. ;By C. E. Miller. 
St. Joseph, Mo.: Published by the author, 1880. Price, 10 cents. 
Thirty-Third Annual Catalog of the Officers and Students of.Beloit College. 
Beloit, Wis. 1880-81. Rev. Aaron L . Chapin, D. D., President. 
Spec.~mm Pages o.f Mac Vicar's New Series .of Arith1l1ftic. By Malcolm Mac 
V1car, Ph. D., LL. D. . 
NEW BOOKS RECEIVED. 
THE CIVIL GOVERNMENT OF MICHIGAN. With Chapters on Political. Ma-
chinery, and The Govermment of the United States. By W. J. Cocker, 
A. M., .Superinteudent of Schools, Adrian, Mich. Detroit: Richmond, 
Backus & Co. 1880. 
OUTLINES OF U. S. HISTORY: A Handbook of Ready Reference for Stu-
dents, Gener~l Readers, and Teachers. By R. H eber Holbrook. Dan-
ville, Ind: "Nonual Teacher" Publishing House, J- E. Sherrill, Proprietor. 
1880. Price, 75 cents. . ' . 
EASY EXPERIMENTS IN CHEMISTRY AND NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. For Edu-
cational Institutions of all Grades and for Private Students. By G. Dallas 
Lind. Danville, Ind.: The "Normal Teacher" Publishing House, J. E. 
Sherrill, Proprietor, 1880. Price, 40 cents. 
THE BOSTON PUBLIC LATIN SCHOOL. 1635-1880. By Henry F. JenkS. 
Illustrated. Cambridge, Mass. Published by Moses King. 1881. Re-
printed Irom The Harvard Register. 
~ BUTLER'S LITERARY SELECTIONS. ' DeSigned for School Room and Famiiy 
Circle; for use in public and private schools, on the platform, at the teach-
er's desk, and by the family fireside. Edited by J. P. McCaskey. NO·4. 
Character Sketches, Humor, Sentiment, and Pathos. Philadelphia: J. H. 
Butler & Co. Paper, 35 cents. 
WORK WITH WORDS; a Practical Etymology and Word Analysis for the Use 
of Industrious Learners.; By W_ S. Johnson, State Nora:al School, 
Whitewater, Wis. E. D. Coe, Publisher, Whitewater, Wis., 1881. Price 40 
cents. 
Introduction to Latin Composition. Revised and Enlarged: ' With Intro_ 
ductory Exercises on Elementary Constructions. By William F. Allen, 
Professor in the University of Wisconsin. Boston :' Ginn & Heath. 1880. 
'Ten years ago Prof: Allen published his first work, of which 
this is a revision, and which has been found of good service in 
preparing students for an advanced course in the study of Latin· 
His purpose in the revision was first to relieve the original work 
by ,the addition of grammatical refer.ences, and the more complete 
illustrCl,ticm of grammatical principles by including further oral 
exercises and an extended vocabulary; and secondly to introduce 
-it by a series oflessons for beginners, tr'eating of the more elemen-
tary constructions of Latin syntax_ This portion (Part 1.), with 
th,e revision of the entire book, has been executed chiefly by 
( Pr,ofessor Allen's brother-J. H. Allen of Har."ard Unive~sity, 
.assisted by Mr. John Tetlow, Master of the Girls' Latin School, 
Boston, and -Professor Peck, of Cornell University. The oral 
exercises ill this first part are copiously interlined, which will 
materially aid the student in 'his choice of words. The gram-
matical reference~ include the three most popular texts-Allen 
and Greenough, Gildersleeve, and Harkn~ss. "The experiment 
has also been tried of marking the long vowels in the Latin 'words 
employed, including those known to be long "by nature," and 
tfi(j~e understood to be lengthened in practice before the com-
oinations nf, ns, and gn.". 
-=-------
. Every-Day English. A sequel to "Words and Their Uses. By Richard Grant 
'. White. Boston: Houghron, Miffiin& Co: Chicago: Jansen, McClurg I; 
Co. ' 
Without attempting to present a review of this most interesting 
. 'V'olume, we will simply say' that to l1c;ad it studiously will gi~e, 
'any teacher more, practical aid i'n using and teaching the En-glish 
. language than a year's st1.\dy of the school text-book~published 
~ . 
undep the title ofUgrammars. II, Read particularly Chapter XVII." 
in which the author gives in plain terms his views of English 
grammar and its reiations to logic and common sense in the 
speech of the people_ Those who have found grammar a; most 
unsatisfactory and disagreeable subject either to teach or to study 
will find a world of consolation in this book, and those who have 
regarded the ' subj~ct <!s one of the most vital importance in the 
school curriculum will find occasion to strengthen their defen~es -
after reading it. Spelling reformers will not like the chapt~rs 
which discuss that subject, as Mr. White seems to crowd pr~tty 
hard upon phonetic spelling and the methods of Pitman and 
Ellis. • The first , seven chapters are devoted to the principles~ ot 
Speech, the next nine to Writing, the next seven to Grammar, 
and the last seven to Words and P];,rases. Some of these chapters , 
'!lave appeared before in the New York Times and the Galaxy , 
which was published from 1873 to 1876 by Sheldon & Co_ 
THE HOME. 
PINAFORE. 
, . 
FLORENCE 1. DUNCAN. 
FEW operas have drawn so heavily on the church as Pinafore. Last winter it was all the rage. Poor bootblacks spent 
their last sixpence and went supper less to their bunks; working 
girls used up all their savings bank funds, and ladies in their silks 
and laces, and gentlemen with thousands in bank to' their credit, 
and men women and children of the church viewed the giddy; 
pleasure-loving throng. We ,ask our readers to take a peep behind 
the scenes, ask themselves whether it is proper and right for them 
to sustain the theatre with their money and their influence. 
We ;:llow Florence 1. Duncan, who has been behind the scenes 
as correspondent of the Naliol1al View, to draw aside the curtain 
for us: 
"'Sh! 'sh! ·stop your tongues! Rememl?er! One, two, three, 
and don't drag that note any more as you did last night. ¥y 
Got, vat a house, and de two 'front rows fill~d mit chicken-salad 
. feller~," .said the conductor of one of the' 'Pinafore" companies 
lately playing in this city, to the chorus ,behi~d the scenes, just 
b~fore drawing his bow across' his violin for the first strain of 
"Over the ·bright blue sea." 
"What is a chicken-salad feller?" I whispered to 'one of the 
pretty cousins who were about tripping lightly on board the 
"saucy ship." 
"Oh, they're the fellows with dress coats and white ties and 
diamond studs, who live at'the Club and have rooms out. " 
A black- eyed sister or cousin whose eye was at a hole in the 
waves embracing H. M. S., turned: "Say, girls, there's that old 
deadhead in the same seat again, clapping his hands off. Don't 
he earn his ticker, I just bet." 
Here the musical conductor-a handsome Dutchman, by the 
'- I 
way-was supplemented by the stage manager, who m;tde a 
sudden appearance . behind the bevy of Sir Joseph's relatives_ 
"Go, Go, Go ON! Why the -- do you wait for the last 
,word?" he said, angrily, nor smoothed his face until 'a torrent 
of applause greeted 'the appearance Of the pretty girls. • 
Having a strong desire to see the "stage" behind the curtain, 
that, I, too, might fall down and worship it in the purity, which 
Anna Dickinson would lead us to believe is quite its own, through 
the hospitality of a well-known theatre manager, whose' kind'ness 
I hope I am not abusing, I . spent several hours, some days ago, 
back o~ the curtain, the entrances, and in the dre~ing-rooms of 
the theatre, during the performances 'arid rehearsals. The gentle 
~ , 
.' 
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: reader who fears I am about to beco~e sentimeri tal over touching .1 "I know \vho he is," responded the common sailor. He sits 
, in~tances of heroic self.sacrifice, love, and virtuous demeanor I in the seco'nd row. I saw him on Chestnut street this morni·ng." 
'may read on with safety. After a careful and close scrutiny I '.'Oh, do you? What is his real name?" . 
saw Ilothirig of the kind, and it is my opinion that if the aSsoci- The finale of the last act having lJ~en sung to his liking he put 
• ations are not "as' bad as they can be," they are positively and the violin in its case, kissed three of the girls, hugged three 
dycidedly pernicious. That there are bad associations off the more and prepared to take his departure. 
stag,e has nothing to do w.ith it. I questioned some of the "sisters and cousins" as to their 
~ Near the second entrance sat Buttercup, and by her side, experience, and found that the younger ones who havli been on 
demurely and quietly, a debutante. Dick Deadeye, fWn1 soroe the stage but one or ·two seasons are enthusiastic, and are either 
mysterious staircase, came up and seated himself by the "Bum- fond of the life or fancy they have some talent, though they 
boat woman, II and rather gracefully, I thought, that is to say, admit thCl.t it is as much as they can do to live on their salary. 
viewing it from a cold· blooded, artistic stand-point, put his arm . One of the older ones told me she cared nothing for the life, but 
around her waist ; she, his acquaintance of perhaps two weeks, she had four children to support, and could do nothing else, and 
inclined closer to his dark blue shirt, and they continued a con- had moreover. a good salary. Another actress: of four~ years 
' versation evidently begun at some other place some moments standing, told me she had enterred the life from necessity, had 
before. . never been stag6tstruck, and the first year worked hard' and was I 
"Now, tell me quick!" said D eadeye. "No," said Buttercup , very ambitious, but that she had received no encouragement,~ 
"I w~n't tell you-quick, for if you are going to keep your arms and the only thing in the life pleasant was the salary she drew 
about me, I had rather tell you slowly." which supported herself and her moCher. "And what are you?': 
. At first, much shocked, the debutante had risen, and was stand- I asked this resigned-to-disappointment member of Thalia's 
ing fI. little distance from the tableau vivant, but the coolness of gnild, 
the second lady of the company was so entire in its richness that "A '"oman of all work. One night I play J essica or Mario" 
laughter got the better of indignation, and she retired to another Delorme, or Lady A nne j the next night dance in the ballet if 
required. " 
- ~ntrance to enjoy a quiet chuckle unheard. But, alas, that I "What are theatre managers' promises worth? " 
should throw a doubt on the eloquent Anna's utterances, a "Nothing at all. They are made to be broken. Unless the 
fres.h tableau awaited her from this point of observation. A talent of an actress is extraordinary-and then she may never 
pretty blonde sat near the wall, her waist warmly encircled by have a chance to develop it-or she has influence or money, she 
the stage carpenter. need not hope to rise. If she has money she is all right, and 
can pay her way up. I mean that for II. certain sum a manager 
"Mr.-! Mr.-!" she called affectedly to the stage manager, will permit an ambitious actress to playa prontinent part, and-
',.'make him stop. He has got his arm around me awfully tight." then she has a chanc:e to make hersel.f a success or a failure." 
The, stage manager ,grinned, shrugged his shoulders, and passed The answer of another actress of four years is my answer .to 
on. The pretty girl again appealed to him;- but made no attempt the debuttlnte to any charge of exaggeration. , ' . 
A ctress. "Are you really as shocked as you appear to be with 
to free herself, and the debutante, who was "jolly green," said what you have seen and heard?" ' , 
- ' dryly, "Why don't you get up?" - _ "Yes ; and I am heartily disappointed. I don't say the girls 
_ "lts tbo comfortable," replied the imprisoned "cousin." are wicked, but they are more vulgar than the outside world has 
After the curtain had fallen on the.first act, and the ochestra ever accused them of being. Why, they are more brazen than 
the men' !" , 
were entertaining the innocent audience with "B.erlin, how she "Then there are surprises in store for you j this is the most 
sighs and weeps," the stage manager passed a group .of five respectable company in the city, and the members are marvels 
"sisters and cousins," who were seated on two stead fasts placed of propriety to those to whom I have been accustomed." . , 
against the wall near the steampipes, the debutante making the The same actress, an intelligent English girl and a pretty 
fifth girl, and pent to the fir~ t, second, third, and fourth girl, brune, gave me several points about theatres al;d the theatre 
, managers. What she said of most of them whose names are 
and to all app'earances, kissed each one, at least to the debutante'. familiar to us in ~lay bi~l and amusement n~tice, was, to put it 
who indignantJy sprung to her feet;· there was the sound of a moderately, anythmg but flattering; and I for one cannot help 
significant report. The other sisters and cousins burst out givin~ her words credence, as they wer~ confirmed by sig( other' 
laughing. expenenc;ed actresses ~hom.I took the trouble to question quietly 
and on dIfferent occasIOns smce then. 
"Did you think he kissed us?" I a~ not s~yi~g that a ~i~tuous life is not possible behind the 
"Of course he did." , curt~m, bu..t It. IS my opmIOn that modest or.. dignified wQmen 
"No, he did 110t; that's one of Raymond's tricks .. " ar~ t~e exceptIOn, not the rule; no, the most, of them, even 
With that the sta'ge manager made' a quick grab at the ne~- prmclpa~s, that I ~aw, talk and act among themselves and the 
comer's little foot. She sprang angrily back for the second time, men a.s If broad Jokes, at . an angle of ninety degrees, were the. 
best ~md of humor. The pretty young girls, now fresh and 
' say.ing, "Don't you dare touch me," and again was mortified to only sll~y hear the sounds of applause that greet the leading ladies , 
hear .the girls laugh afresh, and to see that the stage manager had every mght, and .th~y stand a chance of emulating more than the 
. only stooped to scratch his boot. talent of the prInCipals, and they have every opportunit t 
"That's another of Raymond's tricks," explained a sister and aevelop into worse than silliness. Of course the temptar 0 
come from the "chicken·salad feller-s" in the front b t I~~S-
, I cousin. apprenticeship to be open to these temptations ' is s'erv~d ut the , 
. • A very pretty girl, scarce eighteen years .old, whose lovely back. . a e 
eyes danced with gratified vanity, said to one of the "Pinafore" It iii q~it~ possibl~ fo~ the drill be~ind the stage to be as de., 
crew, '-'I've got a new 'mash.' He sent me a lovely basket of corus as It IS a~ an academy or at a concert; but until theatre' 
tlo.Jc.ers and a note this ·morning' . Smelll •• She pointed to some ' managers ao make some endeavor to' rerorm let I ,w even an Amnii. Dickinson, attempt to J'ustifY' the' as no. °t~e, no; 
fragrant tea· roses and 'heliotr, ope, surrounded 'by smilax, which th d' " socIa Ions as, 
. e ~tage, an say. It.s mfluence IS as plfre as the influen "f tha. 
sire had fastened to her belt. . pulplt.-The Chnsltan UtOman. ~" 0 .. 
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(Concluded from page 337.) 
~'Mr. Carmichael, of Onarga, :>pened a discussion on teaching primary his- ' 
to\:¥, and read some extracts from Hopkins' Comic History of the United 
States. Mr. C. maintained that small pupils should be taught history orally, 
and that they should be permitted to enjoy some of its amenities. 
"Township numbers and ranges were ~riefly discussed. 
"It was decided to hold the next meeting at Watseka, on the afternoon and 
evening of the second Saturday in December. The program of the exercises 
. will be published in due time. Let every lille teacher in this county strive 
to qe present. C. 
WhitesiPe Cottnry.-Principal Bayl5s ofthetSecond Ward, Sterling, opens 
an educational column in the Gazette. Here is his salutatory : 
"The present editor of this department did not volunteer. He was drafted. 
Hence the want of alacrity with which he reports for duty. His orders are 
to edit this column of the Gazett~ as well as he knows how, making up for in-
experience by zeal. He is to use his own ju('gmen~ as to what and how 
much it contains,-only there must be no long "articles," and he must put in 
plenty of news and instruct the contributors to write only what the people de-
sire tor ead-which will not be very hard for them to do, since everybody is 
eager to read anything relating to "the cause of education." He mustn't 
write with a pair of scissors, but encourage American industry by using a 
Dixon's V. V. H. or a sharp slick, and he mustn't say allfthing that isn't "so," 
nor permit anybody to do so. He must not put in any dry school reports, 
, and he must get statistics from every school in the county, and he mustn't 
contradict next week what he declared last week; and, finally, as remarked 
before, he must be a free agent, editorially, and take good care to reflect all 
the views of the Whiteside Teacher's Association. Who wouldn't be an ed-
itor?" 
The next session of Whiteside teachers will be held at the Sterling Third 
Ward Nov. 27.---Tampico schools are' about to add another department 
and another teacher. The high school folks have organized a literary socie· 
ty.---Sterling is discussing the question of a township high school. We 
do not know of any other place so greatly in need of some move of this kind. 
---Three distinct schoCils in Sterling and one in Rock Falls would pre-
pare' enough pupils to fill a good high s~hool. As matters now are these 
towns can no more easily give the higher education than can the hundreds of 
villages scattered through the country. !t.steadof trying to keep a high school 
department in each building they should have one good one. 
Piatt County held its regular monthly institute at Bement, Nov. 27. It was 
the privilege of the editor of this department to attend. The exercises were 
under'the charge of the county superintendent, Miss Reed. The devotional 
exercises were conducted. by Miss Horten se Klapp. The first exercise was a 
discussion of the posse;;sive case and the objective. Miss Reed carried the 
work forward as if it were a class recitation, and we were all sorry when the 
hour expired. Much interest was elicited in the afternoon by Mr. Skinner's 
discussion of the pay and privileges of congressmen. Mr. Burgess, the Mon-
ticello superintendent, led the institute i!1 the study of th~ .life and work of Sir 
Francis Baco!!. Mr. E. B. Smith of Chicago read a very able paper on the 
land system of England and explained the causes 01 the present Irish troubles. 
The next sessIOn of Piatt teachers occurs Dec. 18.---We notice that Be-
, ¥ " 
ment schools depart from the usual plan of putting the high school department 
in an upper, and thus locate the principal on the first floor. This change was 
made to give that department the largest room but Mr. Clenenden says he 
• finds that this arrangement gives him better command of the hall and is in 
, eyery respect satisfactory.---Bement has a circulating lilrary of more than 
/, 
1,200 volumes. . 
Normal-Notts.-Very few of the students go home in the short vacation of 
three days between the fall and winter term.--E. R. Greabeiel is to take a 
country school in Livingston county near Gridley.--Most of the fall term 
students-remain for the winter term.---B. F. Stocks has m9ved into town 
~nd commence a reading law in the office of Tipton and Ryan in Blooming-
ton. He expects to graduate at the Wesleyan law school this year.--The 
following 014 Normali~ teach in .Putnall\ county: Mrs. Grace . Hurwood 
Whitney, class hf '68, princip3:l, Magnolia; Miss Ellen McGinnis, primary 
department, Magnolil!; Miss Josie Tomlinson, near Clear CreeK; Miss Ada 
Busett, near Tonica.---O. F. Paget is a Livingston Co. farmer. He . vis· 
!ted school the last week of the term.---Hiss Mattie Carse visited here a 
shott time ago. She IS teaching in Livingston county .--' -E. H. Fraser "is 
farming in Hill county. ---C. D. Morey of class of l69, when last heard 
from, ";as at Goage: Ia.---We give his address for t~ benefit of any who 
may be looking up the history of the Morey family. 
M'INNISOTA.--r:he state vote on the text book-law was pretty evenly divided, 
there being 44,739 votes in (avor of it, and 45 .465 votes a~alDst it, a majority 
of 726. However, this docs not reveal the law, as it was necessary for a ma-
jorii;y of tbe electors p~esent and voting on . election day to vote. aoai~st it. 
This would have requIred· 60,316 votes agaIDst the law to defeat It, as 10 the 
places where the law was voted upon.there were 120,630 votes casf for presi. 
dent. Thus argues the Piont~r· Prtss. . 
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THE WORLD. 
NEWS RECORD CLOSING MONDA V, NOVEMBER 29, 188o. 
-The decrease in the public debt for November was abolit $2.000.000. 
-The Greek governmellt continues to make warlike preparations. 
-A blundering about signal lights led to a collision in the Mediterran~an 
by which 250 people were dro)vned. 
-The 1!:nglish parliament is expect~d to meet January 6, when Gladstone's 
measures for the relief of the Irish tenante:,' will be brought forward. 
-An anti-Jewish agitation pervails in Germany, against which many of the 
leading men have made public protest. 
-Dervisch Pasha entered Dulcigno after eight hours' fighting. The 
Montenegrins hold the place with a trembling hand. / 
-The .production of the Passion Play in New York has been abandoned, 
on account of the strong public sentiment agaiI!.st it. 
-The Rev. Charles N. Sims, of Brooklyn, has been chosen by the trustees 
of Syracuse University to succeed Bishop E. O. Haven :;5. Chancellor . . 
-In Chicago and San Francisco there is an excess of male population; 
in New York, Philadelphia, Brooklyn, and Boston there is an excess of fe-
males, aggreg'ating 100,942. 
-The population of Dulctgno 'has been disarmed, and Dervisch Pasli'a has 
left the Montenegrins to hold the place if they can. He has already reached 
Scutari with his forces on their march into the Epirus. 
-Four additional regiments of British soldiers have been ordered into Ire. 
land, where the Land League agitation is growing mor~ and more intense, 
and it looks like trouble ahead. ' 
-In 1879 there were 2,491 public schools in Vir~inia; in 1880 there are 
4,853; in 1879 there were 108,074 pupils, in 1880220,736. These figures 
for 1879 are smaller than any other year for ten years past 
-The increase of the dollar from 412~ to 450 grains of fine silver, it is 
understood will be recommended by Secretary Sherman in his forthcoming 
report. He will also recommend such modification of the law as will alfow 
the silver in the vaults to be recoined .. 
- Clarence King, Director of the Government Geological Surveys, embod-
ies in his official report the declaration that Leadville as a mining region is 
second only to the famous Comstock lode. . 
-Sir Theodore Martin has been chosen Rector of St. Andrew's University 
of London, against the celebrated historian and scholar, Professor Freeman. 
Thus again mediocrity takes the place of high attainments in th~ manage-
ment of a great institution of learning in England. 
-The Congress of Santo DOlI!ingo has, by legislative enactment, settled 
thaf it is the earthly remains of Christopher Columbus that were found in-the -
cathedral three years ago. Provision is accordingly made for' the erection of 
·a suitable monument, toward which Santo Doming\> gives $10,000 and invites 
all other American governments to contribute. . 
-A fire on the dock at West Point, Va., to-day, destroyed twenty-one 
hundred feet of the wharves and six large ware-houses, the whole covering 
an area of nearly four acres. A considerable lot of cotton and twenty-one 
freight cars were reduced to ashes. The lossts are estimated at a quarter of 
a million. 
-The late Prof. James C. Watson thought the National Academy of Sci-
ences, at Washington, needed what property he might have more than his 
wife and mother, and therefore bequeathed the greater part of it t.o that insti-
tution, leaving his ' wife the benefit of a life insurance policy of $3,000 and 
the pittance of lji200 a year, and to. his moth~r the paltry annuity of$150. A 
grea~math~m:\tician ' but no malt. 
-The report of the Dead Letter Office shows that during the fiscal year 
ending)ti.ne 30, 3,353,651 letters and packages were received there at that 
time. Of these 2,700,000 were sent thither from 10caJ offices because un_ 
claimed; 360,000 bore wrong addresses, and more than 9,000 lYere left blank. 
About 56,000 letters wdre sent back from ' hotels a~d boarding-houses, the 
persons for whom they were intended having gone before they could be de-
livered. Some 94,000 letters and packages were returned from foreign coun-
. Th . , 
tnes. e bulk of mail matter contain ed nothing of vl\lue, and as many as 
, 2,000,000 of such correspondence was destroyed, the senders being undiscov· 
erable. Th~ letters containing checks, notes, and drafts were 21,9~, having 
a face value Of$I,526,217, and near ,27,000 other letters contained $49,438. 
Almost all of the paper.; and bank notes were duJy returned to the owners, 
and the rsst will be when they oap. he found. More than !lo,oo~ l*ers were 
opene~ 'and returned to the writers, and 360,000 returned without opening. 
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CHICAGO NOTES. 
-'--
MISS RANDALL'S "PAPER. 
The young man of twenty-one finds himself in possession of a 
valuable and marketable commodity-.-his vote . . His education 
~hould be 3haped more in the direction of making that commod-
ity a capital to be worked for his own advantage and his' coun-
try's good. It was intimated that history as studied and taught 
. in school was defe.ctive in the impulses and passions aroused by ' 
the study of wars and battles. , It wa,s understood to be the rec-
ommendation of the paper that such parts of history be ignored, 
and the time of pupils be given more to the philosophy of history, 
the. biography of the benefact~rs of the race, the progress of 
intelligence, inventions, and wealth, and the historical illustra-
tions of ·the principles of political economy. The references to 
politicians of both parties were scarcely eulogistic and seemed to 
c- . be begotten of an experience which obviously inclined the fair 
essayist to pessimism in politics as at present manipulated : The 
cure for this was suggested to be the study and discussion in the 
schools, of the principles of the contending political parties, and 
th~ machinery of politics, including primaries, caucuses, con-
ventions, and elections. In order that these things may be 
understandingly discussed, this rather peculiar and suggestive 
- dilemna was reached: either male teachers who were "up" in 
'these branches must be employed or female teachers must be 
given the privilege of voting. These points and many others 
were illustrated by a great wealth of anecdote and a marvelous 
-exuberance ~f poetic fancies and ~uotations . . 
It .is perhaps not very much out of the way for us to 'suggest 
that those politicians whose unconsciO\1S influence has led Miss 
Randall to place so Iowan estimate on the practical workings of 
our political system ought to be ashamed of themselves. How 
sad. that the patriotic inspirations and aspirations, and laudable 
ambitions of a bright and innocent younK heart, should be 
"cabiiled, cribbed, and confined" by the belittling maxims and 
. mercenary, practices whicli that influence so obviou~y has in-
spired! What that bull-dozing republican ,politician who as-
serted if.! her hearing that his employes must vote the straight 
ticket or "go" must have to answer for! 
And that "prominent democratic politician," so, intimate with 
Miss Randall that in a frank outburst he thanks God "that next 
ye:\r we shall have a republican mayor!" How discouraging the 
thought th'at the cleanne~s of the present administration should 
only have the effect of inducing the "prominent" politician, 
known to Miss Randall to wish f~r and glory over its downfall r 
We wonder that Miss Randall takes a dark view of the workings 
of the machine when -the only exponents of the system with 
w.hich ~he seems to have come in contact are either professed 
bulldozers or "sore hea,ded" traitors. " 
Teachers will be paid their November Scrip on Saturday, Dec. II. This 
~ is one w~~k behind the regular pay· day •. The market value of scrip now 
approaches very, near 100 per cent. The parties in possession o~ the Rooms 
f the Board on the l~t pay. day gave 98. Not to 'be beaten, several bankers 
o / their customers 98 I~ and many grocers, tailors, and dressmakers took i~ ~ gave 7Z, ' . 
tar. As foreshadowed i~ this paper some weeks smce, the December 
:al:ies 'will probably be paid i,n Scrip also, which will enable the Board of 
- Edu~tion to use the cash now undeniably on hand for the paym~nt of sal-
- aries of the earlfmon~hs of ~881' . The ahggrdegaft~600f the teachers monthly 
pay-roll is now m the Imm~dlate nelghbos 00 0 II' ,000. 
It is but very recently that we no~ed as !l good\?men t~e 'fact ~hat a 
, bly I'nfluential member of the Board· of Educal10n publicly sought the 
Presuma • . ft' rt advice of the Superintendent of schools ,m a matter 0 app~ren ~mpo _ ance, 
and ,with commendable moral cournge pu)Jlicly rev~rsed hiS prevIous rec?rd 
-thai matter ~ the result of the advice thus publicly. sought, and p,ubhcly 
.on . " , 
given .. : . 
1 
It is now our pleasant duty to chronicle what seems to us another very 
notable instance involving a public display in the School Board of generous --
magnanimity. WIlen the' lease of the last piece of property belonging to 
Block 142, the most valuaule block remaining to the school fund of this city, 
was adopted, a member arose, and according to the reports of the daily papers, 
pronounced a glowing and eloquent eulogy on that member of the committee 
on School Fund Property who is reputed to be most influential in the matter . . 
of making leases. Getting down to 'figures it wa.s alleged that the annual 
rental from the block in question was double what it was under the previdus 
lease and appraisal. 
When the peculiar relations of the gentleman in question to thiS previous 
appraisal and tbe parties who were responsible in that matter are remembered 
the collection of generous and magnanimous sentiments publicly displayed 
in this eulogy is truly phenomenal in this day and generation. If we are not 
mistaken the eulogist was the president of the board who appointed the 
committee and practically selected the attorney who did all the business-
connected in a series of translations whose typical net result wa.~, according 
to the new light now on exhibition, so to speak, the renting of Block for 142 
half its value! And 0 how intimate and how tender were the relations be-
tween these men in those old days J . How they exalted, and would have all 
the world beside exalt, each others' functions and attributes J We remem. 
ber nothing like it in .history or literatnre. The nearest approach to it 
within our knowledge are certain clauses of the Athanasian symbol or creed 
referring to the ,Trinity, For example: 
" * * * The Father is incomprehensible, the Son is incomprehensible,. and 
the Holy Ghost is incomprehensible. ' 
* * * They are not three Uncreateds, nor three Incompreheruiblesj but one 
Uncreated and one Incomprehensible. . 
* * * And in this Trinity, there is nothing before or after, nothing greater 
r less, but the whole three persons are * * * coequal. 
o * * * He, therefore, that would be saved must thus think of the Trinity." 
It is obvious then, tbat the eulogy in questiQn was not a mere matter of 
official or fraternal courtesy, but rather, a magnanimous and generous ac-
knowledgment of youthful. indiscretions and errors, and especially may it be 
looked upon as an indication that one, who i~ eve,' conscious of having 
"done the state some service," has reached a frame of mind in which lie 
~ontemplates an escape from environments and associations that have brought 
him aught but an enviable fame. 
------------------~ The evening schools are now all running in ful1 ilIa§!. There is promise 
of more and better work in tbese schools this year than has ever before been / 
done in them. It seems to have been an eminently wise measure to postpone 
their opening until after the election. The inducements to attend ward polit-
ical meetings have entirely ceased, and all reasonable excuse for marked ir-
regulanty of attendance is removed. Hence we look for 11 much greater en~ 
rollment, and attendance, ana more effective work in evC1Y way than ever 
before. . 
The plan of work which prevails would gladden the hearts of those who 
think that too much time is I;iyen to extra ~nd orname!ltal studies in the day 
~chools. One has only to VlSlt these evemng schools to realize -:vhat certain 
economists and reformers would make of the day schools' for the superior 
incentives to seriousness' and indUstry which the greater aite and more lim-
ited opportunities of the evening school pupil furnish ought theorelically to 
enable him to make a lightning-like pro!,1fess in a course of study which em-
br~ces only the three R's. We commend and urge any who are d~posed to 
think that the variety and extent of the day-school requirements possibly re-
tard the progress of pupils to visit the evening schools. The contrasf in' 
point of interest, industry, .and !Dental growth is very great. 
In the evening schools, outside of the high school, tbe session lasts from ' , 
?'c1ock ~ilI 9 P'. M., fi\e ev~nings, per week. The time from 7 till 7.30, dur- ' 
109 which p~plls are ~dm!tted, ,IS devoted largely to--individual instruction. 
Fr?~ ~ .30 till .9, the.tlme IS diVided equally .between recitations in reading, 
wntlng, and anthmettc. The number o~ pupils assigned to a teacher is about 
twenty, five. ,These schools are usually 1!l charge of the principal of the day 
schoal where the night school is established. The teachers are persons em-
ployed for that purpose from the large number of rpplicants which is alw 
to be found in a great city" "watcbing and waiting." Some of them are v:i; 
good and some D,re exceedlOgly bad. 
The following table shows the organization of the evening schools at 'the 
close oLthe 1St wee~. . 
NO. OF 
SCHOOL. PRINCIPAL. TEACHERS. ENROLLMENT. 
Jones Alfred Kirk 4 
Scammon A. H. Vanzwoll 5 91 132 
AV. 
ATTENDANCE. 
51.4 
99.6 • Kinzie James Hannan, 200 
Foster . H. H . Belfield 8 2 156.6 
Newberry C. G. Stowell 5 rS! 17'5.2 ' 
Wells John A. Loomis, 2~ 101'.4 
Sangamon St. _ Geo: E. Dawson, 33~ 129.6 
Ward. t. F. BabcocK '5 122 170.4 
Newsboys' Home E. O. Vaile 1 3S I' '83.4 
' High Scnool Geo. D. Broomell 4 2S :01 .0 
. Igo . 
The !lumber of !eachers, enr<>llment and average ~ttendance halVe all • ' 
le:rgely m~eased IIlDce the date of this report. , '. try 
~ 
, 
,I 
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ESTERBROOK & CO.'S 
STEEL PENS· 
Especiany . adapted for Schools and Business purposes. "The most 
' poplllar Pens in use/' Un.surpassed in qua~ty, and of Genuine American 
Manufacture. For Sale by all Dealers. 
' ., 
, 
WAREHOUSE, 26 JOHN STREET, NEW YO~K. 
Samr'-p. ('.{II>"<I. l'.ro.talnin(1 6 I'm..,. •• P" t bll lIfaU fO'J' 10 am.u. 
l'rhree Great Cities of the West 
~ t" 
ri1 1-1 
rIl Z 
8 ~ 
r:rl~ txJ t1jtj -~~ ~ ~8 '8 8 
~~ ~o ~~ ri1 
~ . .-3 
. ~ I:Q txJ 
H :;d 
Tl1e entire Trains, con.fatlng of an entirely new and superior equipment "f ROll'sagc 
Can, 'Day Cars, SmokIng Cars, Palace Recllnln~ Chair Cars and Pullman 
Palace Sleeping Cars, run throngh dlre-:t, without cbansc, from 
OHIOAGO TO KANSAS OITY, . 
OHICAGO TO ST. L OUIS·, and 
ST. LOUIS TO KANSAS OITY. 
NO EXTRA· GtfARGE FOR SEATS IN PALACE RECLINING CHAIR CARS 
/ UNION DEPOTS IN CHICAOO, ST. LOUIS AND KANSAS ~ITY. 
NO CHANGE OF GARS {g~}~~~~ :~~ gt;~nf::~l~~ty, Chico,go and Peo:r'in, nll<1 
B:mT~:mEN St. LouIs and Kansas C.J1:Y . 
The bcet and qnlckest rontc from CHICAGO to 
HEKPH1S, J[OBILE, NEW ORLEANS AND ALL POINTS SOUTH VIA ST. LOUIS. 
The Shari: :1:.1:0... i:a 
~1I18S0URI, ARKANSAS, TEXA,S. KANSAS, NEBRASKA, 
COLORADO, NEW MEXICO, ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA, &0. 
The Great Exc'Ull'sion Boute between the North and South, and to 
Nansas Lands and Colorado Healt/" Resorts and 
Mining Districts. 
~ea1& :In: Pa1aoe ~:ln:in:S Oars, 75 Oe:n:ts. 
For Tickets and Information apply at any Coupon Ticket Office In the Unl·tcd States and Canada. or to 
JAMES CHARLTON, General P .. scnger and Ticket Agent, Corner Dearborn and Adams Strects, Chicago. 
~ J. C. McMULLIN, General Man'oger, Chicago. 
PENSIONS! STANDARD WORKS i.f10R 'TEAOHERS. 
Allr "(onnd or injnry, or any disease, h owever 
sUgh the disability, entitlos a soldier of the late 
war to a pension . Th onsands arc yct entitled. 
. \'eoslons oy n ew law begin back at day of d is· 
Jharge. }Vldows, children under 1G ycal's , depen· 
dent mothers, fathors, also brothers aud 8ister~ 
under 21 years, nre entitled to a pension. Pens ion 
laws are nllw more Ilbernl than formerly, and 
'many are entitled to better rates. Mal!y are yct 
,entitled to bounty and do not know it 
. I'W III procure llatenU! for inventors, both in this 
·country and In Ew:ope. 
ApPLY AT ·ONCE. 
Having had several years' experience in u,e 
lilrgest Law and Claim otlice in WlIshingtOn, D. C .. 
I ~arantee satiafactillD and a savipg l£S you of tw o 
to three months' time than by corresponding with 
an attorney at W~htngton. 
The School Bulletin, monthly, per year, 
8000 Regents' Questiom'. complete wilh Keys, 
Alden's First Principles of Politictti Economy, 
Bardeen's Common.school Law 1 
" . Roderick Iiume, 
DeGraff's School·room Guide, 
u "Chorus, 
" . Song Budget, 
Beebe's First Steps Among Figures, 
Hoose'~!udies in Articulation, 
" 'Methods o( Teaching, 
Bulletin Class Record", ' 
Bulletin Speller; and composition·book, each, 
Well's System o( Penmanship, with Guide, 
Complete Catalogue, 400 titleS, to any address, 
111.00 
2.00 
·75 
.50 
1·'5 
I.50 1 
·35 
.15 
1 .00 
-50 
1.00 
.25 
.15 
1.00 
.c6 
DAVIS, BARDEEN & CO., Publishers, 
Syracuse, N . Y. 
Send two stamjlll for ~nslon and bounty lawh 
. Address!rAYLOR }'ITZGEltA LU,Attorney a, 
Law and. U. S. cu.tm .\g6I:t, lock box 168, WIN 
WIELD. IU..-.,.,_ - . . Presents for 'Scholars. 
. CHANl)LE.R SCIENTlFIC DEPT. ot Dartmouth 
eollefle. Li~eral Education on a scieptific basis. 
Addrel. Prof. E. R. RUGGLBS, ·Hanover, N. H. cpo 
MONTHLY REPORT CARDS. -
MONTHLY REPORT CARDS furnished by the publishers 01 
> ' THB"EnuCATJONAL W11JIICLV, Ch!caIO. at Fifty e",tl per 
. "",,,wla. Samplcsle!!t on receIpt of'01l:c cent 1lal!lP 
'SAMPLE BOX', 3 AU.{O~RAPH ALBUMS (nll differ-
ent): 64 Page ITEM BOOKS, 68 FLORAL, BI'RD JAP. 
ANESE, ORIENT, and' S. S. CARDS 12 WOR'S1-ED 
PAT'l'ERNC: and 400 ALBUM QUOTATIOlv$ all (or 
45 centl. 64 Page Au 'ograph Album, Ihustratea' with 3' 
Pen Scrolls, Japanese Picture., etc" in C%J's/ Ja(!anese 
Cover, and 100 Al)lUm <;luotations, all/or' 15 (JIn/s. 6 (or 60 
IltS: Stam' pstaken. J.F. l:tlGAL,lA', LYl1l1,lIa' •. 
l 1 • , 
" i' / 
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MRS. LYDIA E. PINKHAM. 
OF LYN MASS. 
DISCOVERER OF 
LYD'IA E. PINKHAM'S 
VEGETABLE COMPOUND. 
The Positive Cnre 
,For all Female Complaints • 
This preparation, as its name significs, conslsta 01 
V cgetnble Properties thllt are harmless to the most del 
iCllteinvnUd. Upon one trtnl tho merits of thls Com 
pound wUl be recognized, asrelief Is immedJate 1 ane 
when its tisefs continued; in ninety-nine cn.scs in a hun 
dred, apeMnanclltcurolsctrectcd,nsthousam]s will tea 
tify. On n.ccount of its proven merits, it Ii t o-day re 
commended and prescribed by the best physicians 1:1: 
the country. 
It will cure entirely tho worst torm ot frullDI 
ot the uterus, Leucorrhooa, irregular and prunfu 
Menstrua.tioll, poll Ovarian Troubles, Innl nnnD.t1on ane 
Ulceration, Floodings, all Displacements and the con 
sequent spinal weakness, and is especially adapte d t( 
the Change of Life. It ,,·;ll dissolvo and expel tUmor! 
from tho uterus ln an early stage of development. Th( 
tendency to,bancerouB humors there is checked vcr1 
Bpeedlly by It. use. f· 
In fact It bns proved to be the great ' 
est and best t'omcdy that has ever been 4Jscovor 
ed. It permea.tes every portion of the system, O,lldgivel 
new Ufe o.nd vigor. It removes faintnCSi,f1o.tulency, de-
stroyS all cmving tor stimulants, and relieves weakn ... 
of the stomach 
It cures moath'g, Hendnebes, Nervous Prostration 
General DcblUty, Sleeplessness, Depression and Inul 
gestlon. That feeling of bearing down, causing pain 
weight and bllCkncbe,ls always permWlently cured b, 
Its use. It wlUat all times, WId und.ro.ll clrcumstnn 
cea, act In hllrmony with t1ie law that governs the 
temalesystem. 
For KldncyComplalnts of either sex this compound 
Is unsurpassed. 
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound 
. \ 
Is prepared at,233 and 235 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass. 
Price 81.00. Sl.:< bottles for $5.00. Sent by wnllin the 
form of piUS, 0.180 In tho form of Lozenges, on repelp,t , 
ot plic., 81.00, per box, tor either. Mrs. PINKHAM 
freely answers allletters of Inquiry. Send for pam. 
phlet. Address as above Mention thiB paper. , 
No fnmlly should be without LYDIA Eo PINKHAM' 
LIVER PILLS. They cure Con8tipe.t1on. Biliousness 
",d Torpidity ot the Liver. 25 cents pe': box. 
MORRISON, PLUMMER & CO., CWc,!Lgo, TIl. 
~'. ~Hi~O~~X~o~e~a~~Tr90~9~,~c~er. BehoaiR Fil's Alarms, Farms, etc. F Ul. Lx .. WARRANTED. Catalogue •• nt F.r ••. • VANOUZEfoi & TIF'r, Ch. cinnati, O. 
a week in your own town. Terms and S5 outlit free 
Address H HALLETT & Co., Portland, Maine. 
REWARDS OF MERIT. Teachers' pri~e1ist (ree. Sample! 
fOTloc.(silver orstamps)F. E . Adams. Hill N . H 
B 0 0 K S for sale ebeap. Books bought and ell changed, H t F. Burt, Palmj(ra, NY 
SO UDER'S CHICAGO 
B~i::n.e.ss Col.l.ege, 
'78 and.8o' W. Madison St .. Chicago, Ill. Established for 
ten ye'lr8 and is a large and prosperous ipstitution , with ~n 
exfensiYe Buslness Exchange department. . 
Students call' enter at any time. Six mon~. tutlon -'5. 
Sena for clrculll!S giving lullilarticulars. , 
• J. ). BOUDER. Propric\.Or 
. ~ , 
• 
..... 
